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PREFACE
 
The Laboratory for Waste Management of the Nuclear Energy and Safety Research 

Department at the Paul Scherrer Institut is performing work to develop and test 

models as well as to acquire specific data relevant to performance assessments of 

planned Swiss nuclear waste repositories. These investigations are undertaken in 

close co-operation with, and with the financial support of, the National Cooperative for 

the Disposal of Radioactive Waste (Nagra). The present report is issued simulta-

neously as a PSI-Bericht and a Nagra Technical Report. This report is part of the work 

package 2 (WP2) of RETROCK. The RETROCK project – treatment of geosphere 

retention phenomena in safety assessments – is a European Union concerted action 
thand is financed by the 5  Euratom framework programme.
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ABSTRACT 

In this report a comprehensive overview on the matrix diffusion of solutes in fractured 
crystalline rocks is presented.  
Some examples from observations in crystalline bedrock are used to illustrate that 
matrix diffusion indeed acts on various length scales. Fickian diffusion is discussed in 
detail followed by some considerations on rock porosity. Due to the fact that the dual-
porosity medium model is a very common and versatile method for describing solute 
transport in fractured porous media, the transport equations and the fundamental 
assumptions, approximations and simplifications are discussed in detail. There is a 
variety of geometrical aspects, processes and events which could influence matrix 
diffusion. The most important of these, such as, e.g., the effect of the flow-wetted 
fracture surface, channelling and the limited extent of the porous rock for matrix 
diffusion etc., are addressed. In a further section open issues and unresolved problems 
related to matrix diffusion are mentioned. Since matrix diffusion is one of the key 
retarding processes in geosphere transport of dissolved radionuclide species, matrix 
diffusion was consequently taken into account in past performance assessments of 
radioactive waste repositories in crystalline host rocks. Some issues regarding matrix 
diffusion are site-specific while others are independent of the specific situation of a 
planned repository for radioactive wastes. Eight different performance assessments from 
Finland, Sweden and Switzerland were considered with the aim of finding out how 
matrix diffusion was addressed, and whether a consistent picture emerges regarding the 
varying methodology of the different radioactive waste organisations. In the final 
section of the report some conclusions are drawn and an outlook is given. An extensive 
bibliography provides the reader with the key papers and reports related to matrix 
diffusion.  
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ZUSAMMENFASSUNG 

In diesem Bericht wird eine ausgedehnte Übersicht zur Matrixdiffusion von 
Wasserinhaltsstoffen in gespaltenem, kristallinem Fels gegeben. 
Anhand einiger Beispiele von Beobachtungen im kristallinen Untergrund wird gezeigt, 
dass Matrixdiffusion tatsächlich auf verschiedenen Längenskalen auftritt. Fick’sche 
Diffusion wird ausführlich diskutiert, gefolgt von einigen Betrachtungen zur Porosität. 
Aufgrund der Tatsache, dass das doppel-poröse Medium-Model so weit verbreitet und 
eine sehr vielseitige Methode zur Beschreibung des Transports von Wasserinhalts-
stoffen in gespaltenen, porösen Medien ist, werden dessen Transportgleichungen, 
grundsätzliche Annahmen, Näherungen und Vereinfachungen ausführlich diskutiert. Es 
gibt eine Vielzahl geometrischer Aspekte, Prozesse und Ereignisse, welche die 
Matrixdiffusion beeinflussen können. Die wichtigsten von ihnen werden angesprochen, 
wie z.B. der Einfluss der durch den Wasserfluss benetzten Spaltoberfläche, die 
Kanalisierung des Wasserflusses und die Limitierung der Ausdehnung des für die 
Matrixdiffusion zugänglichen porösen Felses etc. In einem weiteren Abschnitt werden 
offene Streitpunkte und ungelöste Probleme zur Matrixdiffusion aufgeführt. Da die 
Matrixdiffusion im Geosphärentransport einer der Schlüsselprozesse bezüglich 
Retardierung gelöster Radionuklide ist, wurde konsequenterweise die Matrixdiffusion in 
den bisherigen Sicherheitsanalysen für Endlager radioaktiver Abfälle im Kristallin 
berücksichtigt. Gewisse Probleme zur Matrixdiffusion sind standortabhängig; andere 
jedoch sind unabhängig von der spezifischen Situation eines geplanten Endlagers für 
radioaktive Abfälle. Acht verschiedene Sicherheitsanalysen von Finnland, Schweden 
und der Schweiz wurden gesichtet, mit der Absicht herauszufinden, wie die 
Matrixdiffusion berücksichtigt wurde und ob sich ein konsistentes Bild ergibt, wenn 
man die unterschiedliche Methodik der verschiedenen Abfallorganisationen betrachtet. 
In einem abschliessenden Teil des Berichts werden einige Schlussfolgerungen gezogen 
gefolgt von einem Ausblick. Eine ausführliche Bibliographie soll dem Leser Zugang zu 
Schlüssel-Papieren und -Berichten zur Matrixdiffusion verschaffen. 
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RÉSUMÉ 

Dans ce rapport, une synthèse compréhensive sur la diffusion des solutes dans la 
matrice des roches cristallines fissurées est présentée. 
Quelques exemples obtenus des observations dans des roches cristallines ont été utilisés 
pour démontrer que la diffusion dans la matrice existe effectivement sur des échelles de 
longueur différentes. La diffusion de Fick est discutée en détail; à la suite on donne 
quelques considérations sur la porosité de la roche. À cause du fait que le modèle pour 
un medium à double porosité est une méthode populaire et versatile pour la description 
du transport des solutes dans des milieux poreux et fissurés, les équations de transport et 
les hypothèses fondamentales, les approximations et les simplifications ont été discutées 
en détail. Il y a une variété d’aspect géométrique, de processus et d’évènements pouvant 
influencer la diffusion dans la matrice. Les plus importants, tels que, par exemple, 
l’effet d’une surface de fracture exposée à un fluide circulant, la canalisation des fluxes 
d’eaux et la limitation de la roche poreuse accessibles à la diffusion dans la matrice, 
sont adressés. Dans une autre section, les questions ouvertes et les problèmes non 
résolus en relation avec la diffusion dans la matrice ont été mentionnés. Puisque la 
diffusion dans la matrice est un processus clé pour la migration des espèces dissoutes 
des radionucléides dans la géosphère, elle a été par conséquent prise en considération 
dans des analyses de sûreté des dépôts pour des déchets radioactifs dans le passé. 
Certains aspects concernant la diffusion dans la matrice dépendent du site, par contre 
d’autres ne dépendent pas de la situation spécifique d’un dépôt pour des déchets 
radioactifs envisage. Huit analyses de sûreté différentes de la Finlande, Suède et de la 
Suisse a été considérée pour déterminer comment la diffusion dans la matrice a été 
traitée, et pour vérifier la compatibilité des méthodes utilisées par les différentes 
organisations. Dans la section finale de ce rapport, quelques conclusions sont tirées et 
une perspective pour la future est présentée. Une bibliographie extensive donne au 
lecteur l’opportunité d’accéder aux publications et rapports essentiels sur la diffusion 
dans la matrice. 
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RIASSUNTO 

In questo rapporto si presenta una sintesi completa sulla diffusione di soluti nella 
matrice di rocce fratturate. 
Alcuni esempi tratti da osservazioni su rocce cristalline servono ad illustrare come la 
diffusione nella matrice agisce su ordini di lunghezza differenti. La diffusione di Fick 
viene discussa in dettaglio; seguono alcune considerazioni sulla porosità delle rocce. 
Poiché il modello per medium a doppia porosità rappresenta un metodo comodo e 
versatile per descrivere il trasporto di soluti in rocce porose fratturate, si discutono in 
dettaglio le equazioni del trasporto, come pure le ipotesi fondamentali, le 
approssimazioni e le semplificazioni inerenti al modello. Esiste una varietà di aspetti 
geometrici, processi ed eventi suscettibili di influenzare la diffusione nella matrice. I più 
importanti, quali ad esempio l’effetto di superfici di frattura esposte a fluidi in 
movimento, la canalizzazione dei fluidi all’interno delle zone fratturate e la limitazione 
spaziale della roccia porosa accessibile alla diffusione nella matrice ecc., vengono 
esaminati. In un capitolo successivo si menzionano le questioni tuttora dibattute e i 
problemi irrisolti nel campo della diffusione nella matrice. Essendo la diffusione nella 
matrice uno dei processi essenziali che ritardano il trasporto di radionuclidi attraverso la 
geosfera, già in passato tale processo è stato preso in considerazione nell’ambito delle 
analisi di sicurezza per il pianificato deposito di scorie radioattive. Alcune questioni 
riguardanti la diffusione nella matrice dipendono dal sito scelto mentre altre non 
dipendono dalla situazione specifica del deposito di scorie radioattive pianificato. Otto 
analisi di sicurezza differenti, eseguite in Finlandia, Svezia e Svizzera, sono state 
esaminate nell’intento di determinare come la diffusione nella matrice è stata trattata, e 
di verificare la compatibilità dei metodi usati dalle varie agenzie incaricate nei rispettivi 
paesi di pianificare il confinamento di scorie radioattive. Nell’ ultimo capitolo di questo 
documento si traggono le conclusioni principali e si danno indicazioni sulle prospettive 
future. Un’estesa bibliografia dà al lettore l’accesso ad articoli ed altri documenti 
essenziali nel campo della diffusione nella matrice. 
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SAMMANFATTNING 

I föreliggande rapport presenteras en omfattande överblick över matrixdiffusion av lösta 
ämnen (solute) i sprickigt, kristallint berg. Några exempel från observationer gjorda i 
kristallint urberg används för att illustrera att matrixdiffusion verkligen verkar på olika 
längdskalor. Fick’sk diffusion diskuteras i detalj och följs av några betraktelser om 
porositet i berg. På grund av att modellen för medium med dubbel porositet är en 
mycket vanlig och mångsidig metod för att beskriva transport av lösta ämnen (solute) i 
sprickiga porösa medier, så diskuteras transportekvationer och de grundläggande 
antagandena, närmandena och förenklingarna i detalj. Det finns ett flertal geometriska 
aspekter, processer och händelser som kan påverka matrixdiffusionen. De mest 
betydelsefulla av dessa, t.ex. den genom vattenflödet fuktiga sprickytans inverkan, 
kanaliserandet av vattenflödet och den begränsade utbredningen av det porösa berget für 
matrixdiffusionen etc., behandlas. I ett annat avsnitt behandlas öppna frågor och olösta 
problem relaterade till matrixdiffusion. Eftersom matrixdiffusionen är en av 
nyckelprocesserna till fördröjningen av lösta radionuklider i en geosfär transport, så togs 
följaktligen hänsyn till matrixdiffusionen i dom tidigare säkerhetsanalyserna för 
slutförvar för radioaktivt avfall i kristallint berg.  
Vissa problem med matrixdiffusionen är platsspecifiska medan andra är oavhängiga 
från den speciella situationen i ett planerat slutförvar för radioaktivt avfall. Åtta olika 
säkerhetsanalyser från Finland, Sverige och Schweiz gicks igenom med målet att 
klarlägga hur matrixdiffusionen beaktades och om en enhetlig bild klarnade när man 
betraktar dom skilda strategierna från dom olika organisationerna för radioaktivt avfall. 
I den avslutande delen av rapporten dras vissa slutsatser och ges en framtidsbild. En 
utförlig bibliografi förser läsaren med de viktigaste dokumenten och rapporterna som 
berör matrixdiffusionen. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Rocks, even such as, e.g., dense granite, have a non-zero value for the porosity. On a 
microscopic scale rocks show an intricate network of micro fractures and connected 
pores where advective water flow, which may carry radionuclides released from a 
repository for radioactive waste, is either absent or plays only a minor role. However, 
dissolved radionuclides may have access to the stagnant water in such pore spaces by 
molecular diffusion. In the case of sorbing radionuclides the accessible surface for a 
temporal attachment may be enhanced by orders of magnitudes when compared to the 
accessible surface in the fractures. Hence, diffusion into the rock matrix and sorption 
onto the inner pore surfaces results in a temporal immobilisation of dissolved 
radionuclides drastically reducing their concentration in the flowing groundwater. 
Matrix diffusion has therefore the potential to increase the transport times of solutes to 
time scales, which are comparable or even greater than the half-life of the radionuclide 
under consideration. In such cases, most of the nuclides will decay before reaching the 
biosphere. For non-sorbing radionuclides this process represents one of the most 
important retardation mechanisms, because these solutes would otherwise be 
transported by advection alone; hence, by the speed of the flowing groundwater. Based 
on these facts, it can be concluded that:  

Matrix diffusion is the mechanism by which solutes - being transported in the flowing 
groundwater within fractures of a porous medium - are transferred to the stagnant 
water of the rock matrix adjacent to these fractures.  

Matrix diffusion as a physical process is based on fundamental principles of 
thermodynamics and takes place provided that: 

• there is a connected porosity in which solutes might be transferred diffusively;  
• there are molecules and particles in the water which are small enough to access 

such a connected porosity and 
• the permeability of the matrix is significantly lower than that of the fracture. If 

the matrix permeability is relatively high, then matrix diffusion still exists but is 
superceded in importance by matrix advection. 

In addition, the effectiveness of matrix diffusion is dependent on 
• the geometry of the connected pore space of the rock; 
• the area of contact between the mobile water in the fracture and the stagnant 

water in the porous rock and  
• on the solute/rock interaction. 

The role of matrix diffusion in sub-surface solute transport was already discussed in the 
mid twentieth century; a first quantitative investigation was done by Foster (1975), who 
explained the anomalously low levels of thermonuclear tritium observed in groundwater 
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in chalk by diffusion of tritiated water into the porous rock matrix 2. Later papers, 
related to the safe underground disposal of radioactive waste, which considered matrix 
diffusion to be an important transport mechanism in retarding the migration of dissolved 
radionuclides are those by Glueckauf (1980) in U.K., Grisak and Pickens (1980a) in 
Canada and Neretnieks (1980) in Sweden. These authors recognised, as Foster did for 
tritium, that, even in the absence of any adsorption processes of radionuclides in the 
rock matrix, the dilution of solutes by the water in the connected micro pores or micro 
fractures of the rock might still be a significant process. Non-sorbing species may 
penetrate a few tens of centimetres into the crystalline rock matrix, if the contact time 
exceeds 1000 years; however, strongly sorbing species only penetrate fractions of 
millimetres in the same time span.  
Many studies of matrix diffusion have been carried out since the initial work in 1975 
and 1980 mentioned above. Experimental and modelling work are continuing 
worldwide, see e.g., Bibby (1981); Maloszewski and Zuber (1990); Haggerty et al. 
(2000); Ota et al. (2003); Polak et al. (2003). The goal of these investigations is to gain 
further insight into the nature of the relevant transport processes acting and to obtain 
reliable values for the transport parameters, which can be used in future performance 
assessments 3 for the disposal of hazardous waste, e.g. chemical and nuclear waste. 
Up until now, there have been numerous experimental results obtained on small samples 
of rock indicating that indeed a connected porosity exists, even when taking into 
account the original lithostatic pressure. Some of these investigations clearly showed 
that the spatial extent of connected pores is limited. However, it is very difficult to 
specify reliable values for such an extent of and hence, more scientific work will be 
needed to understand under what condition pores remain open or become closed. 

A variety of different experimental techniques have been and is used to investigate the 
effects of matrix diffusion. Some of them are performed on the laboratory scale with 
typical length scales in the order of a few centimetres; while field experiments are 
performed on length scales in the order of a few tens of centimetres up to metres. 
Typical durations are days to months in the laboratory experiments; but field scale tests 
need time spans of the order of years. 

The laboratory through-diffusion experiments allow a tracer to diffuse from a high-
concentration to a low-concentration (normally near zero-concentration) reservoir. 
Across the sample between the two reservoirs there is no hydraulic gradient, and hence, 
no additional advective flow takes place. From the experimenter point of view, the 
breakthrough curve of the tracer into the low-concentration reservoir hence, flux (or 

                                                 
2 Similar work concerning matrix diffusion was performed in parallel in the area of soil science and 

there might also be some “cross-fertilisation of ideas” between the different communities. However, 
an exhausting compilation of all the relevant works is definitely beyond the scope of this contribution. 

3  Different waste organisations use different expressions such as “performance assessment”, “safety 
assessment”, “safety analysis”; they are considered synonymously here. For a tentative definition of 
each of the terms, see e.g. NEA (1997). 
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alternatively: total diffused mass) versus time is monitored. After a transient phase, a 
more or less constant mass flux is obtained. When applying a suitable diffusion model, 
from the steady-state phase a value for the effective diffusion coefficient De 4 can be 
determined, because at steady-state, diffusion is independent on any uptake mechanism 
such as, e.g., sorption. From the transient phase, values for the sorption capacity (rock 
capacity factor α) can be derived. In the case of conservative, i.e. non-sorbing species, a 
value for the connected porosity ε can be deduced. At the end of a through-diffusion 
phase, the steady-state tracer profile in the sample can be used as the initial condition 
for a so-called out-diffusion experiment where the traced solution in the high-
concentration reservoir is quickly replaced by untraced artificial pore water (Jakob et 
al., 1999, Tits et al., 2003). This experimental set-up allows measuring independent 
values for the effective diffusive tracer flux differing at both boundaries. Hence, various 
independent data can be obtained and used for the inverse modelling in order to extract 
values for De and for a possible tracer’s sorption capacity. Values for De and α obtained 
from modelling the out-diffusion phase can then be compared with those from inversely 
modelling the former through-diffusion phase. Such a procedure is a crucial test of the 
underlying diffusion/sorption model and of the reversibility of the uptake mechanism(s).  
At the end of the through-diffusion phase, where the diffusion process is in steady-state, 
other procedures are very common. 1) The rock sample can be sliced in order to obtain 
(steady-state) tracer distribution profiles across the sample. These profiles then reveal 
further insight into the nature of the uptake mechanism. 2) The rock sample may be 
leached by placing the loaded rock sample in a known volume of tracer-free artificial 
pore water. This procedure allows mass-balance considerations and yields further 
information about the mechanism, especially the kinetics, of the tracer release.  
Diffusion can also be studied in the field, hence, on a decimetre to metre scale. Tracer 
from a packered volume of a borehole may penetrate under more or less virgin 
conditions the porous rock for months or even years. Through a subsequent over coring 
and analysis of the tracer distribution in thin slices taken from the bore core, 
information about the connected porosity, diffusivity, the solute/rock interactions etc. 
can be gained. Further information can be obtained by evaluating field migration 
experiments where in addition a pressure gradient pushes the movement of the solutes. 
With the help of an appropriate model for flow and solute transport and by using 
supporting information from an extensive laboratory program, especially with regard to 
diffusion and sorption, as well as from mineralogical and petrophysical investigations, 
additional details of matrix diffusion can be deduced. 

Natural analogue studies might further support investigations on the laboratory and field 
scale. While the latter methods deal with relatively well-defined systems regarding 
processes, initial and boundary conditions, for natural analogues they are - although 
responsible for the actual stage of the natural analogue system - to a high degree 

                                                 
4  For simplicity reason the discussion follows a one-dimensional description and the tensorial properties 

of certain transport parameters are preliminarily neglected. 
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unknown and have to be estimated for the interpretation of the long-term development 
of the natural system. However, the advantage of natural analogues is that the processes 
have acted under in-situ conditions and over timescales comparable to those used in 
performance assessments. Although in general the interpretation of observations on 
natural analogues is not straightforward and it is extremely difficult to draw trustworthy 
conclusions, such studies are indispensable, because they help in recognising the 
relevant chemico-physical processes affecting the mobility of dissolved radionuclides in 
the underground and in reducing uncertainties in the values for important transport 
parameters. 

This report is organised as follows: In the next section a brief presentation is given of 
some results from observations of real geological systems on different scales which 
support the conclusion that matrix diffusion does indeed act and is a key retarding 
mechanism in sub-surface solute transport. In section 3, diffusion in porous media is 
briefly discussed followed by some considerations concerning the rock porosity.  
Due to the fact that geosphere transport calculations for performance assessment 
purposes are done – as a rule – in the frame of the double-porous medium model, key 
aspects and basic assumptions and approximations of this model are presented. The 
specific problems of some sub-processes associated with matrix diffusion, such as anion 
exclusion, surface diffusion, diffusion into stagnant water in the fractures etc. are 
discussed and open questions are addressed. There is also a compilation of experimental 
results on the laboratory, as well as on the field scale regarding the extent of the porous 
rock zone adjacent to fractures, which is accessible by matrix diffusion. The maximum 
depth for matrix diffusion is one of the most important quantities, especially in the 
context of performance assessments for the underground disposal of radioactive waste. 
The lack of reliable data for the extent of the diffusion-accessible zone very often results 
in over-conservative assumptions in performance assessments; hence, the effects of 
matrix diffusion are often strongly underestimated. The availability of more realistic 
values would thus result in more realistic, i.e. lower, calculated doses.  
In section 4 open issues and unresolved problems regarding matrix diffusion are briefly 
addressed.  
In section 5 an overview of how matrix diffusion and related processes were treated in 
past performance assessments is presented. Finally, some concluding remarks are 
presented in section 6.  
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2 GEOLOGICAL EVIDENCE FOR MATRIX DIFFUSION  

From a wealth of observations, the following three examples can be considered as 
manifestations of effects of matrix diffusion acting on different scales.  

1) Clay stones and marls typically act as efficient barriers for dissolved solutes. 
Consequently they are considered as potential host rocks for the disposal of radioactive 
or other hazardous wastes in many countries. Their low permeabilities should help to 
retain such wastes within the disposal site for long time spans and minimise the later 
contamination of the biosphere. The first example, Figure 1, shows measured δ2H data 
from a bore core from a deep drilling at Benken, Northern Switzerland, which is a 
possible site for a repository for high-level radioactive waste. Relatively highly 
permeable layers from the partly carstic, partly fractured Malm limestone above, and the 
Keuper below, sandwich the potential host rock, tight Opalinus clay. In both aquifers 
the groundwater flows mainly advectively, whereas diffusion is considered to be the 
main transport mechanism in the Opalinus clay. Analysing and interpreting measured 
profiles of stable water isotopes allows past hydraulic processes to be characterised and 
relevant scales and processes in such formations to be understood. In addition the 
modelling results allow large-scale transport behaviour to be assessed and the deduced 
values for the transport parameters in the field to be compared with those from 
laboratory tests.  
The evaluation of the data indicates that δ2H ratios, which have developed over 
geological time scales, vary systematically within the pore and groundwater in all of the 
layers. The deuterium concentration in the Opalinus clay is much lower than that of 
seawater today and towards the Keuper aquifer the profile falls to values corresponding 
to those of the meteoric water. Thus, during the last 150 millions of years slow mixing 
between the original marine water with δ2H-values around 0 ‰, and younger meteoric 
water with values around – 65 ‰, leads to a pore water, which is isotopically lighter 
than that originally present.  
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Figure 1:  Profile of δ2H [‰ V-SMOW] 
across the low permeability units at 
Benken/Switzerland (PW: pore water, 
GW: ground water). The lines show 
simulated diffusion profiles for various 
evolution times using a laboratory 
diffusion coefficient for the in-situ 
temperature. On the right axis, geological 
units and Malm and Keuper aquifers are 
indicated (OPA: Opalinus Clay, U+M 
Dogger: Upper and middle Dogger). 
Taken from Gimmi et al. (in preparation). 
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The modelling results indicate that diffusive spreading was predominantly responsible 
for the development of the observed 2H profile. A slight vertical advective flow through 
the low permeable layers may have occurred, or is still occurring, but the effects of such 
low flow rates are masked to a large extent by the considerably faster diffusive transport 
over the estimated time span of 0.25 to 1 million of years. 

While the first example might be indicative of effects of matrix diffusion on the 100 m 
scale, in the second example matrix diffusion is acting on a scale of a few decimetres. 

2) One of the most obvious phenomena at the uranium mine in Osamu Utsumi in Poços 
de Caldas (Minas Gerais) – South-eastern Brazil is the observation of sharp but irregular 
redox fronts. Oxidising meteoric water from the surface penetrates the reducing interior 
of the alkaline volcanic and plutonic rocks - especially along steeply-dipping, active 
fractures and faults and by molecular diffusion also enters those parts of the rock 
adjacent to a fracture. These processes result in pronounced fronts between the 
oxidation- (brownish-red due to the presence of iron oxyhydroxides) and reduction 
zone, which can be clearly observed in occasional outcrops. Furthermore, the shape of 
such zones demonstrates that the migration of the solute into the rock matrix is orders of 
magnitude slower than that in the fracture. Hence, extended oxidised zones within the 
solid rock are considered indicative of acting matrix diffusion and its potential for 
efficiently retarding solutes. 

Figure 2:  In the photograph (left) the spreading of a 
marked redox front along a steeply-dipping fracture at 
the uranium mine Osama Utsumi, Poços de Caldas - 
South-eastern Brazil - can be clearly recognised. As 
illustrated in the sketch above, oxygen-rich water from 
the surface has moved downwards along the fracture 
resulting in a colour change from greyish-blue to 
reddish-brown due to oxidation of dispersed pyrite 
also in the unfractured rock. (Taken from Nagra 
bulletin 1/93, p. 38; reproduction by courtesy of 
Nagra.) 
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Finally, a third example illustrates that the effects of matrix diffusion can also be seen 
on the millimetre to centimetre scale.  

3) In granitic rock samples from the Äspö site in Sweden, small highly porous zones can 
be observed, termed by geologists as fault gouge/breccia and embedded in a fine-
grained matrix, which is porous as a whole. This fine-grained matrix has apertures on 
the sub-micrometer scale only so that advective flow is negligible. Typically the fault 
gouge/breccia is pervaded by systems of microfractures, often crosscutting the horizons. 
Hematite colouring impregnates these microfractures and also the adjacent gouge 
material as well as the porous wallrock. Such a pattern indicates that matrix diffusion is 
active. Due to this fact, the microfractures must have a natural origin and are not an 
artefact caused by sample preparation. Furthermore, it is likely that these systems of 
microfractures in the fault gouge/breccia represent the most dominant flow paths on a 
microscopic scale. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3:  Indication of effects of matrix diffusion on the 
millimetre to centimetre scale: Highly porous fault 
gouge/breccia (upper part) from the Äspö area with 
hematite impregnation along the contact zone to the 
wallrock (lower part) and along microfractures crosscutting 
the gouge/breccia, can be seen. (The sample width of the 
micrograph is 1.2 mm.) Further details can be found in 
M. Mazurek et al. (1997). (Reproduction by courtesy of 
M. Mazurek.) 

Many laboratory studies carried out on a broad variety of different rock materials, 
further support the idea of matrix diffusion. Early experiments were performed by 
Garrels et al. (1949), later ones by, e.g., Grisak and Pickens (1980b), Skagius and 
Neretnieks (1983), Hemingway et al. (1983), Johansson et al. (1998) on crystalline 
rocks. 

Small-scale laboratory experiments can be performed in terms of either “infiltration” or 
diffusion experiments. In the first type of experiment water, chemically the same as that 
found in the rock naturally, is forced under pressure through a conducting fracture of a 
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core sample stemming from host rock formations relevant for current radioactive waste 
disposal concepts. After obtaining steady-state flow conditions, a short pulse 5 of the 
same liquid containing one or more dissolved tracers is then injected into the up-stream 
section of the equipment; then the temporal evolution of the tracer concentration leaving 
the down-stream boundary of the sample is monitored. Hence, due to high pressure 
gradient, advection and dispersion are the main tracer transport mechanisms. By inverse 
modelling of the tracer breakthrough curve important phenomena in tracer transport 
through crystalline rocks (and others) can be addressed. These include, beside the above 
mentioned advection and dispersion, also sorption, possible matrix diffusion, geometry 
of the water flow paths (e.g. channelling) and effects of stress changes. Such 
experiments were and are carried out at many places worldwide since they are cost-
efficient and well suited for studying complex physico-chemical systems under 
relatively well-defined conditions (for example INTRAVAL, 1990 and further 
references therein; Vandergraaf, 1995; Vandergraaf et al., 1997). 

Sampler

Pressure vessel
Rubber sleeve

End piece
Natural fracture
Bore core

  Synthetic
groundwater

Injection
of tracer

      Tracer flux 
Tracer concentration

 

Figure 4:  Schematic cross section through a 
pressure infiltration apparatus. A crystalline core 
sample with a natural fracture is tightly bound with 
two end pieces by a flexible rubber sleeve. Both 
end pieces consist of stainless steel cylinders 
having a central bore which leads to a spiral 
groove at the contacting face. The end pieces and 
the grooves distribute the axial stress and the 
infiltration fluid, respectively, over the upstream 
face of the sample. The core assembly is enclosed 
in a pressure vessel in order to simulate the 
original lithostatic pressure of the core sample. An 
additional infiltration pressure pushes a natural or 
an artificial groundwater with a constant flow rate 
through the (fractured) sample. After having 
reached a steady state water flow, a short tracer 
pulse is injected. At the output of the infiltration 
line the out-flowing solution is collected drop wise 
in a fraction sampler and the activity 
(concentration) of the tracer in each fraction is 
determined.  

A second type of common transport experiments are through-diffusion tests which use a 
cell divided into two compartments by the rock sample. One compartment contains the 
traced solution and the other natural or synthetic pore water 6. Typical thicknesses of the 
cylindrical, disk-like rock samples are millimetres to a few centimetres.  
Both cells (for details see the subsequent figure), the reservoir as well as the 

                                                 
5  There are also experiments where the tracer is injected continuously at a constant flow rate.  
6  Very often in the past through-diffusion experiments were performed with distilled water instead of 

pore water. However, such a system is chemically not in equilibrium. Hence, for the analysis a 
coupled model for transport and chemical reactions has to be used instead of a simple diffusion model. 
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measurement cell are filled with natural or artificial pore water. After equilibration the 
reservoir solution is spiked with the tracers and a gradient in the tracer concentration 
(strictly spoken: in the activity) pushes the tracer diffusively through the porous rock 
sample. Hence, such experiments can be carried out in order to determine values for 
diffusion and sorption for radionuclides which are dose-relevant in forthcoming safety 
analyses. Alternatively, through diffusion experiments can be performed mainly to gain 
an improved system understanding. In this case those tracers will be applied which 
allow the necessary system simplifications neglecting the fact that the chosen 
radionuclides might not be important in performance assessments 7.  
For simplicity reasons a near-zero concentration boundary condition is very often 
required for modelling purposes in the measurement cell. However, such a restriction 
requires that the solution in the measurement cell has to be exchanged periodically by 
fresh pore water. Care has to be taken that such a procedure does not result in an 
additional driving force due to different heights in the liquid levels in the reservoir and 
in the measurement cell normally not considered in the modelling.  
If the primary compartment, i.e. the reservoir, is small enough, the tracer concentration 
in solution can decrease significantly during a through-diffusion experiment due to 
diffusion and tracer uptake by the sample, especially for stronger sorbing substances. In 
principle, such a tracer reduction allows the deduction of values for the diffusive flux 
across the upper boundary. Based on that, careful mass-balance considerations also 
allow to determine time-dependent values for the tracer mass (or activity) taken up by 
the rock sample. Hence, on one side a small-sized reservoir is highly beneficial in order 
to gain further information on the diffusion process and the uptake mechanisms. On the 
other side, again for modelling purposes - which very often require a constant boundary 
condition - it is also necessary to periodically adjust the tracer concentration in the 
reservoir. Results for each nuclide are given in form of a time history of C(t) [mole m-3], 
the tracer concentration in the liquid of the measurement cell, which is  
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7  Regarding tracers, it is definitely of advantage to perform such experiments by simultaneously 

applying different tracers; this means, e.g., non-sorbing tracers, i.e. tracers that do not sorb onto the 
inner surfaces of the rock sample, together with weakly and moderately sorbing tracers. However, a 
combination of neutral, cationic and anionic species can also be applied in order to study, e.g., 
exclusion phenomena. Using tracers with different valences may reveal further information about the 
charge density along preferential diffusion pathways and ion exclusion phenomena.  
Simultaneously applying a multi-tracer cocktail guarantees that all the tracers will be transported 
under the same conditions concerning temperature or the water chemistry of the system. Slow 
temporal changes of the permeability and/or the chemical conditions may yield results which often 
cannot be used for trustworthy conclusions. Consequently, performing a series of single tracer tests 
should not be aspired to. Of course, for a tracer cocktail only those substances that do not interact with 
each other, neither in solution nor with regard to the inner surfaces of the solid phase, can be used. 
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where F [m2] is the diffusion-relevant cross-sectional area of the sample, V [m3] the 
volume of the liquid in the measurement cell and j(t) [mole m-2s-1] the time-dependent 
tracer flux into the measurement cell. 
Observing tracer breakthrough is therefore considered a clear indication for a connected 
porosity permeable for solutes. Solid-state diffusion as an alternative transport process 
is much less efficient. Bradbury and Green (1986) mention that values for the diffusion 
coefficient measured in the laboratory on samples in the order of a few centimetres 
thickness may overestimate the real values by a factor of up to two. According to these 
authors, such an effect may be caused by the additional contribution of dead-ended 
pores, i.e. pores which are closed at one end, that are converted to through-transport 
pores in the small-scale samples. Hence, this is seen as a geometrical effect related to 
the sample thickness and the internal length of the dead-end pores, which might be in 
the order of centimetres. 
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Figure 5:  Sketch of cross section through an apparatus 
for solute through diffusion (above). Tracer diffusion 
happens from right to left through a porous rock sample; 
the traced solution in the measurement cell has to be 
replaced periodically by fresh (artificial) pore water to 
guarantee a near-zero concentration boundary condition.  
In the right upper part of the figure the temporal 
evolution of the diffusive flux in a log/log or log/lin 
representation is drawn. After a first transient phase the 
flux reaches an asymptotic steady-state value (j0) from 
which a number for the (constant) effective diffusion 
coefficient De can be extracted. Analysing the transient 
part of the breakthrough curve with an appropriate 
transport model reveals further information about solute 
deposition processes in the sample.  
In the right lower part the typical time history of the 
total diffused tracer mass in a linear-linear represen-
tation is drawn. Indicated is also the asymptotic limit. 
From the slope of this linear relationship in the frame of 
a 1D diffusion/sorption model a value for the (constant) 
effective diffusion coefficient De can be deduced, and 
from the intercept with the time axis (t0) further 
information about deposition processes such as, e.g., 
sorption can be gained. Very often such a procedure 
results in a value for the rock capacity factor α. 
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Because diffusion is a slow process its main drawback is the long duration of any 
experiment. Especially for strongly sorbing tracers there will be no breakthrough in 
reasonable time spans. However, one can also obtain results concerning diffusion before 
tracer breakthrough occurs. By grinding or slicing of the sample after a certain time 
span further information about the radionuclide distribution in the sample can be 
obtained. By applying an appropriate diffusion model, which – where necessary – also 
accounts for the deposition process, values for diffusion and sorption can be deduced. 
However, this is a post-mortem analysis, and consequently additional experiments on 
the same sample cannot be performed.  
To speed up diffusion experiments, more mobile tracers such as gases can be used 
(Autio et al, 1998). Other methods are based on the measurement of the electrical 
conductivity, hence the electromigration instead of the traditional tracer diffusion 
(Ohlsson et al., 2001; Löfgren and Neretnieks, 2003). This method can be applied in the 
laboratory using stress released water-saturated rock samples or in virgin rock in the 
field in order to determine in-situ diffusion data. However, whether the electrical 
conductivity is indeed related to the connected groundwater-filled porosity in the rock 
matrix or whether this rather reflects domains in the rock which are electrically 
conductive due to, e.g., present metal oxides, remains unclear. 
A non-destructive method was recently applied by Polak et al., 2003 (and further 
references therein). Using the technique of computed tomography, which employs 
x-rays and mathematical reconstruction algorithms in order to view cross-sectional 
slices of a rock sample, they could monitor the tracer diffusion from an artificial 
fracture into the surrounding porous rock matrix unaffected by weathering. Their results 
indicate that within a few hours NaI penetrates chalk up to at least 2.5 cm and that a 
Fickian diffusion model could successfully reproduce the concentration profiles in the 
matrix. 
Experiments on a larger scale, field tracer tests, also support the concept of matrix 
diffusion. Such experiments were performed in the last two decades at many locations 
in the world, in old mines, tunnels and underground laboratories in crystalline rocks and 
sediments such as Finnsjön, Stripa and Äspö in Sweden; at Grimsel and Mont Terri in 
Switzerland; at WIPP in New Mexico, USA, Fanay-Augères and at the Tournemire 
facility in France; in the research tunnel at Olkiluoto in Finland; in galleries of former 
mines at Kamaishi and Tono in Japan and in Asse, an old cavern in a former salt and 
potash mine in Germany. 

The goal of field tracer experiments is to test and to enlarge the present understanding 
of important transport mechanisms on a scale larger than the usual scale for laboratory 
experiments; i.e. a few metres in the field versus a few centimetres in the laboratory.  
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Figure 6:  Sketch of a tracer migration 
experiment under near in-situ condition as 
performed in underground laboratories such 
as, e.g., at Äspö (Sweden) or at Grimsel 
(Switzerland).  
A highly diluted “cocktail” of inactive and/or 
radioactive tracers is released from a packered 
part of the injection borehole into a relatively 
high-permeable water-bearing fracture. At the 
withdrawal borehole constant pumping 
produces a steady-state dipole flow field in a 
part of the fracture which should guarantee 
full tracer recovery. By analysing the 
monitored tracer breakthrough with the help 
of an appropriate model for flow and transport 
further information about the rock/tracer 
interaction, e.g. matrix diffusion and possible 
tracer sorption onto the inner surfaces of the 
porous rock etc., can be deduced. 

In addition, field tracer tests are performed in, more or less, virgin and - as a rule - 
heterogeneous rock and allow the build-up of the necessary know-how for methods and 
instrumentation to be applied in future rock laboratories and disposal sites for 
radioactive waste. Past evaluation exercises of field experiments have clearly shown 
that the interpretation of field tracer breakthrough curves are ambiguous (INTRACOIN, 
1986). Hence, important components of field tracer tests are extensive, accompanying 
laboratory investigations, especially on geochemistry and transport mechanisms. 
Laboratory work includes the physical and mineralogical characterisation of rocks and 
possible fracture infill material as well as the analysis of groundwater and investigations 
of water-rock interactions. In addition, static batch sorption and dynamic infiltration and 
diffusion experiments yield information on deposition processes and on the mobility of 
the tracers in the rock. Further tasks concern the tracer speciation; the generation and 
the behaviour of natural colloids in the geosphere, the effects of possible organic 
complexants on radionuclide transport and the consequences of ubiquitous microbes. 
The resulting output of all these investigations represents the most rigorous test of 
competing solute transport models for fractured porous media carried out to date. 
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Figure 7:  Although the field migration experiments are generally performed over distances of only a few 
metres, the retardation due to the combined effect of sorption and matrix diffusion of some solutes may 
be considerable.  
To illustrate this, a pulse breakthrough migration experiment with non-sorbing uranine as conservative 
tracer with sorbing 22Na+, 85Sr2+ and 137Cs+ from the Grimsel migration experiment is drawn; the 
migration distance is approximately 5 m. Shown are calculated (solid lines) and measured (symbols) 
breakthrough curves for the same transport conditions. The excellent agreement between calculated and 
measured data strongly supports the applied model. (Note: The disturbance at 4000 hours in the caesium 
breakthrough was due to a failure of a pumping device.) The strong reduction and delay in the peak 
maxima compared to non-sorbing uranine demonstrates the effect of the host rock on nuclide transport. 
The prominent tailing in all the tracer breakthrough curves is caused by matrix diffusion (Figure taken 
from Heer and Jakob, 1999).  

 
Many field tracer tests have clearly shown that matrix diffusion indeed acts and is a 
relevant process which has to be considered in an adequate geosphere transport model. 

Both types of experiments, laboratory and field tracer tests, were part of international 
studies under the aegis of NEA such as HYDROCOIN (1984 – 1987), INTRAVAL 
(1987 – 1993) and GEOTRAP (1996 – 2001). While HYDROCOIN dealt especially the 
adequacy of different groundwater flow models, in the subsequent INTRAVAL project 
several modelling teams from different OECD countries evaluated the usefulness of 
models for predicting the transport of radioactive substances through the geosphere. 
Results from selected laboratory and field experiments, as well as from natural 
analogues, were compared in a systematic way with predictions from transport models. 
Discrepancies between measurements and predictions were discussed and analysed. In 
the GEOTRAP workshop (GEOTRAP, 1997) the practise, benefits and limitations of 
field tracer tests were discussed in detail. The early INTRACOIN project (1981 – 1986), 
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addressed geosphere transport code verification and also the quantitative impact of 
matrix diffusion on radionuclide transport was modelled 8. 
Experimental investigations on all scales, as well as modelling studies related to matrix 
diffusion, have always been an intrinsic part of large international conferences such as 
the annual MRS-meetings and the bi-annual Migration conference. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
8  A short description of the international projects INTRACOIN, HYDROCOIN and INTRAVAL can be 

found in Larsson (1992). 
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3 BASIC ASSUMPTIONS FOR MODELLING MATRIX DIFFUSION 

The driving force for diffusion 9 of solutes is the thermal movement of small particles 
such as water molecules, ions, uncharged molecules, suspended particles or colloids in 
solution (Brownian motion). The thermal kinetic energy of moving particles is of the 
order of kT, where k is the Boltzmann constant and T the temperature. Hence, the 
movement of the particles becomes more pronounced with increasing temperature. Due 
to the random microscopic movement 10 of the particles, which results in increasing 
entropy of the system, any concentration differences in solution are decreased with time, 
resulting - in the asymptotic time limit - in a dynamic steady state where the solute 
concentration is uniform and constant in the whole volume under consideration. On a 
macroscopic scale, diffusion is driven by a gradient in the chemical potential. 
Due to the dipole character of water molecules, there is an electromagnetic interaction 
with charged particles, and hence, diffusion is dependent on temperature, composition 
and the concentration of the dissolved or dispersed particles. Furthermore the particle 
size, charge and hydration energy of the solutes may be of importance.  
Diffusion is relatively fast in gases, much slower in liquids and still slower in solids. On 
a geological time scale, molecular diffusion becomes an important process for the 
transport of solutes in interstitial water and in reactions between solutes and the solid 
phases. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
9 The term “diffusion” means “isotherm diffusion” in order to clearly distinguish this process from 

“thermal diffusion” which is caused by a temperature difference or advective mass flow due to a 
pressure difference or other forced diffusion caused by some external forces. (Further information 
concerning these so-called off-diagonal Onsager processes can be found and in Bear 1972, pp. 85ff.) 

10  Note: Brownian motion is only a random process if the medium is homogeneous and isotropic. If the 
medium is heterogeneous, it is correlated at the macroscopic scale. This leads to non-Fickian 
behaviour over the correlation scale. In contrast to ideal systems, the description of diffusion in 
natural systems is very difficult due to the inherent irregularities of the void space (pores); the shape 
and the size of grains or minerals and pores may vary greatly. A serious discussion of non-Fickian 
diffusion however, is definitely beyond the scope of this contribution. 
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Table 1:   Experimental and recommended orders of magnitude of the diffusion coefficient related to 
different performance assessments. (Note: The values for diffusion through porous media are those in 
terms of the pore diffusion coefficient Dp. If not declared explicitly the values are valid for all elements, 
non-sorbing as well as sorbing ones. OPA means Opalinus clay.)  
In the lower part, for illustration purposes only, some typical experimental data for the diffusion 
coefficient for other binary systems are compiled. 

 
Substances, Details D [m2 s-1] Source 

Diffusion through-water saturated porous media   

Diffusion through granites (εp = 0.005) 2 · 10-11 Brandberg and Skagius (1991) 
Diffusion through basalt (not site specific value) 1 · 10-11 IAEA (1998), p. 116 

Anions in OPA (εp = 0.06, ┴ to bedding) 
Non-anions in OPA (εp = 0.12, ┴ to bedding) 
Anions in OPA (εp = 0.06, || to bedding) 
Non-anions in OPA (εp = 0.12, || to bedding) 

2 · 10-11 
8 · 10-11 
8 · 10-11 

 42 · 10-11 

 

Nagra (2002), Table 9.4.-3 

Na+ through hardened cement pastes (εp = 0.63) 
HTO through hardened cement pastes (εp = 0.63) 

 25 · 10-11 
 46 · 10-11 

 

Tits et al. (2003) 

Diffusion in gases 

  

Highly diluted gases in air (293 K, ca. 105 Pa)   (1 – 7) · 10-5 Handbook of chemistry and physics 

Diffusion in water   
Diluted gases in water (1 – 8) · 10-9 Handbook of chemistry and physics  

Cations in water at infinite dilution (at 298 K) 
Anions in water at infinite dilution (at 298 K) 

 (0.5 – 9) · 10-9 
 (0.4 – 5) · 10-9 

 

Flury and Gimmi (2002), Table 6.2.1 

Self-diffusion of water (at 298 K) 2.1 · 10-9 Wang (1951) 

Solid state diffusion   
H2 in Ni (at 358 K) 
Bi in Pb (at 293 K) 
Sb in Ag (at 293 K) 
Al in Cu (at 293 K) 

1.2 · 10-13 
1.1 · 10-20 
3.5 · 10-25 
1.3 · 10-34 

Bird et al. (1960), Table 16.2-4 
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3.1 Diffusion in porous media 

Fick (1855), a young German pathologist at the university of Zürich - well trained in 
physics and mathematics - recognised the analogy between mass diffusion and heat 
conduction and consequently adopted Fourier’s formalism for heat conduction. Both 
processes are due to a random molecular motion and hence are based on the same 
microscopic mechanism. In analogy to Fourier, Fick assumed that the particle current 
occurs against the concentration gradient. Hence, Fick’s first law giving the mass flux 11 
through a porous medium can be written as 

 ),(),( trCtrj e
rvrv

∇⋅−= D    , (2) 

where j is the mass of solute transferred per unit area accessible for diffusion and unit 
time, De is the effective diffusion tensor 12 and C is the solute concentration, depending 
on the position vector rr  and time t. (For simplicity reason sink/source terms have been 
neglected.) The negative sign indicates that the solute is transported in the direction of 
decreasing concentration. The effective diffusion tensor accounts for the smaller cross-
sectional area of a porous medium for diffusion and has a simple relation to the pore 
diffusion tensor Dp: 

 ppe DD ε=    , (3) 

where εp denotes the diffusion-accessible porosity 13. In principle De may vary spatially 
in the porous medium and may be dependent on the solute concentration. The effective 
diffusion tensor and the diffusion tensor in an unconfined fluid Dw are linked by the so-
called geometry factor G or alternatively the formation factor F: 

 wwpppe FG DDDD === εε    , (4) 

hence, De accounts for the transport properties of the three-component system - porous 
solid, solvent and solute. 
According to van Brakel and Heertjes (1974) the formation factor is proportional to the 
ratio of two quantities describing the internal structure of the porous medium according 
to 

 GF pp ε
τ
δε == 2    , (5) 

where δ represents the constrictivity (δ < 1) and accounts for a varying cross-sectional 
area for solute diffusion along the transport pathway in the porous medium; the 

                                                 
11 The term “flux” means “rate of solute flow per unit area” with units, e.g. [mol m-2 s-1]. 
12 Second rank tensors are denoted by bold italic symbols. 
13  There are studies (e.g. Hemingway et al, 1983; Ohlsson and Neretnieks, 1995) where the diffusion-

accessible porosity is further sub-divided into the “through-transport porosity” (i.e. the fraction of the 
total porosity which carries the tracer flux across the sample) and “dead-end (or “storage”) porosity”. 
However, such a distinction of the diffusion accessible pore space may be questioned, since it is very 
difficult to specify reliable values for both types of porosities from experiments. 
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tortuosity τ  accounts for the lengthening of the diffusion pathways compared to the 
straight line distance between two points. Hence, τ ≥ 1; GF pε=  is the relationship 
between the porosity εp, the geometry factor G and the formation factor F. 
Values for the diffusivity of a variety of ions at infinite dilution, which might be 
reasonable values for dilute solutions, are reported by Lerman (1979) p. 81. In the 
Swedish SKB 91 study a value of Dw = 2 ⋅ 10-9 m2/s was proposed for ions at infinite 
dilution for both fresh and saline waters (Brandberg and Skagius, 1991, p. 91). Nagra 
uses values for Dw between 0.5 ⋅ 10-9 m2/s for larger particles and 2 ⋅ 10-9 m2/s (Frick, 
1992) consistent with Swedish values. Another value for the self-diffusivity of water, 
i.e. Dw = 1.9 ⋅ 10-9 m2/s at 20 °C, is given by Wang (1951). A larger compilation of 
values for the cationic and anionic diffusion coefficient in water at infinite dilution Dw 
at 25 °C can be found in Flury and Gimmi (2002). 
For illustration purposes, in the following table ranges for the porosity, the formation 
and the geometry factor for Swedish granitic rock from the Finnsjön area and for 
Grimsel (Switzerland) fault gouge material are compiled. More (species-dependent) 
values for the formation factor for various types of crystalline rocks can be found in 
Ohlsson and Neretnieks (1995). 

Table 2:  Upper and lower limits for measured values for the rock porosity εp, deduced formation F and 
geometry factor G for some Swedish crystalline rocks from the Finnsjön area. For the compilation of F 
and G a value of 2.0 ⋅ 10-9 m2/s is assumed for Dw. (The values for the porosities are taken from 
Brandberg and Skagius, 1991.) For comparison purposes, values are also specified for Grimsel 
(Switzerland) fault gouge material, which is relatively highly porous. (These values are based on the 
modelling work by Heer and Hadermann, 1994; Table 6, p. 98; and Hadermann and Heer, 1996. For Dw 
again a value of 2.0 ⋅ 10-9 m2/s was assumed.) 

Rock type  εp ⋅ 102 F ⋅ 104  G ⋅ 102 

Granite 0.2 – 0.6 0.35 – 2.2 1.8 – 3.7 
Granite + fissure coating 1.1 – 7.4 0.15 – 100 0.14 – 14 
Granodiorite 0.2 – 3.1 0.014 – 8.5 0.07 – 2.7 
Aplite 0.3 – 4.5 0.33 – 12 1.1 – 2.7 

Grimsel fault gouge material 23
8626 .
.. ±    

7
358 ±  

0.1
5.53.1 ±  

For diffusion of spherical particles in a liquid, the diffusion coefficient is related to the 
temperature, viscosity η [kg m-1 s-1] of the liquid and the hydrodynamic radius of the 
particles r [m] according to the Stokes-Einstein equation 

 
r

TkD
ηπ6

=    , (6) 

where k [J K-1] is the Boltzmann constant 14. Note that the Stokes-Einstein equation for 
D is dependent neither on the charge nor on the mass of the dissolved particles and does 

                                                 
14  The friction term vrηπ6  [N] related to equation (6) accounts for the irreversibility of the diffusion 

process, where  v [m s-1] means the averaged velocity of the particles. 
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not take into account any interaction between solute and solvent. However, for rough 
estimations of the diffusion coefficient it might be sufficient. For a fixed particle size 
and at variable temperature we obtain 

 
222

111

1

2

/)(
/)(

)(
)(

TT
TT

TD
TD

η
η

=    , (7) 

from which a value for D can be extrapolated when the values for the diffusion 
coefficient and the temperature-dependent viscosity (see e.g. CRC Handbook of 
chemistry and physics) are known at another temperature. Equation (7) might be of 
importance when values from laboratory experiments have to be re-scaled to 
temperatures at performance assessments conditions. 

When combining Fick’s first law with mass-balance considerations for a small volume 
element, Fick’s second law results: 

 ( )),(),( trC
t

trC
a

rvvr

∇⋅⋅∇=
∂

∂ D    . (8) 

Equation (8) describes the temporal changes of the solute concentration, neglecting 
sink/source terms. Da is the apparent diffusion tensor and accounts additionally for 
possible uptake mechanisms by the porous medium such as sorption. Hence, Da is 
specific for each species, the solid phase and the liquid composition. For porous media 
both diffusion tensors Da and De are linked via the rock capacity factor α according to 

 
α

e
a

DD =    , (9) 

where α is 

 ( )
Cd
Sd

pp ρεεα −+= 1    . (10a) 

In (10a) εp is the connected or diffusion-accessible porosity, ρ the (dry) solid phase 
density and S the amount of solute absorbed onto the solid phase. S might be a given as 
a function of the solute concentration in solution C. In the case of linear sorption dS/dC 
is equal to Kd, the linear sorption equilibrium distribution coefficient and hence α 
reduces to  

 ( ) dpp Kρεεα −+= 1    . (10b) 

De is often used for describing the boundary conditions where the solute concentration 
is specified in terms of the pore-water concentration. The apparent diffusivity Da, 
however, is used together with the total solute concentration in the porous medium.  
The main advantage of the diffusion/linear sorption model is its linearity, which allows 
the use of advanced analytical and numerical methods for obtaining solutions to a broad 
variety of different transport problems. Preferred methods are based on the Laplace 
transformed or Green’s function.  
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There is a wealth of small-scale laboratory diffusion experiments with all kind of non-
sorbing and sorbing tracers. The aim of these experiments is both to demonstrate that 
diffusion indeed occurs over distances of at least a few centimetres and to determine 
values for the porosity, diffusivity and the sorption capacity. From all these 
investigations it can be concluded that diffusion in homogeneous materials is well 
understood. However, there are still open questions when dealing with heterogeneous 
porous media, especially when considering porous media with large inner surfaces, 
small pores and with view on the interaction of solutes with charged surfaces. 

For illustration purposes only a few examples shall be mentioned: Bradbury and Green 
(1985) measured diffusion through and sorption onto granitic samples from four 
different regions of the United Kingdom using weakly-sorbing iodide and 99Tc as 
tracers. Skagius et al. (1982) and Skagius (1986) performed diffusion and sorption 
measurements on different granite samples from the Finnsjön site and the Stripa mine in 
Sweden with non-sorbing as well as with strontium and caesium as tracers. A 
comparison of their laboratory results with data from diffusion experiments on the field 
scale performed in the Stripa mine (Birgersson and Neretnieks, 1990) showed that the 
results from laboratory experiments agreed well with those for field conditions. 
Johansson (2000) measured sorption and diffusion of some selected alkali and alkaline 
earth metals in laboratory and field experiments. He performed diffusion measurements 
applying the through-diffusion technique with rock samples from the Swedish Äspö site 
and compared the parameter values with results from inverse modelling field tracer tests 
from the TRUE-1 project (Winberg et al., 2000).  

If the sample thickness exceeds a few centimetres, through-diffusion experiments are 
very time consuming. Hence, attempts have been made to speed up through diffusion 
tests and to analyse the breakthrough curves already in the transient phase before 
reaching steady state. For example, Skagius and Neretnieks (1986) measured the 
electrical resistivity 15 of granitic rock under the influence of mechanical stress up to 
35 MPa and with a high salinity porewater, and determined values for the formation 
factor F, which can be used to deduce values for the diffusivity. (For the values for the 
formation factor the applied stress resulted in only a moderate reduction by a factor of 
four.) Their findings indicate that the electrical resistivity measurement yields result 
similar to those from through-diffusion experiments because values for the formation 
factor were in fair agreement in both procedures. New in-situ values for the formation 
factor by resistivity measurements in boreholes have been reported by Löfgren and 
Neretnieks (2002). 
In many cases the results of performance assessments are very sensitive of the values of 
the diffusion parameter, and hence, the careful choice of these values is of great 
importance. Mostly site-specific data and data from field investigations are needed to 
deduce reliable values for diffusion. For non-sorbing solutes laboratory data may be 

                                                 
15  The electrical resistivity is the reciprocal to the electrical conductivity. 
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used directly in performance assessments, but adapting laboratory data for sorbing 
radionuclides is - as a rule - much less straightforward. However, it can be concluded 
that our present knowledge provided by small-scale laboratory and field experiments are 
sufficient for a careful extrapolation in space and time for performance assessment 
purposes. Studies on natural analogues may help in supporting extrapolated values and 
reducing uncertainties. 

3.1.1 The rock porosity 

Crystalline rocks are generally composed of a variety of different minerals with typical 
sizes of the order of millimetres to centimetres that are bound by electrostatic (surface) 
forces.  
The total volume of a rock may be divided into the volume of the solid and the volume 
of the void space. The void space arises due to different processes such as crystallisation 
sequence, brittle or ductile deformation of the fabric, dissolution and precipitation 
processes as well as alteration of minerals caused by flowing groundwater etc. Pores 
may be open, closed or isolated from the other void spaces. Although the width of the 
pores is dependent on pressure, the pores remain open given the mineral fabric of 
crystalline rocks; mineral deformation is furthermore expected to be small for lithostatic 
pressures for planned deep-lying repositories. A given overburden tends to reduce the 
values of the porosity and the formation factor. Bischoff et al. (1987) investigated the 
influence of confining pressures up to 600 bars on the hydraulic conductivity and found 
that the permeability for different granites was reduced by only a factor of 5 – 10. 
In the literature, the total porosity εtot of, crystalline rocks for example, is normally 
subdivided into the flow porosity εf, the diffusion-accessible porosity εp and the residual 
porosity εr: 

 rpf εεεε ++=tot    . (11) 

Hence, different terms for the porosity are associated with different objectives and care 
has to be taken to select the correct one. The flow porosity εf accounts for that part of 
the void space which is affected by flowing groundwater, hence, where advective 
transport is the dominant process. The diffusion-accessible porosity εp means that part 
of the total porosity where solutes can only have access by pure diffusion, hence, where 
the water is stagnant and where the effects of a hydraulic pressure gradient are 
negligible. These parts of the void space are very often dead-ended. Neglecting solid-
state diffusion, the residual porosity εr finally accounts for the non-accessible, isolated 
pore space.  
The transport-relevant porosity, which is a key issue for describing diffusion, and the 
internal structure of the rock can be investigated quantitatively by several methods. A 
common one is the visual method using impregnation, especially with 14C-PMMA- 16 

                                                 
16  PMMA=Polymethyl-methacrylate. 
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(Hellmuth et al., 1993; Autio et al., 1998) or alternatively, with 3H-PMMA (Siitari-
Kauppi et al., 1998). In this procedure a dried rock sample is impregnated with 14C or 
3H labelled resin for a certain time span with minimal disruption of the pore structure. 
During this time span the low viscosity resin, similar to that of water, fills the connected 
pore space. γ irradiation then causes the resin to solidify due to polymerisation. 
Subsequently, the sample is sliced into thin sections for autoradiography and the 
distribution of the solidified resin is evaluated by digital image processing.  
There are other methods for evaluating values for the (connected) porosity: e.g. by the 
gravimetric method with water saturation, the volumetric method with gas pycnometry, 
or the He-gas or mercury-porosimetry method. Further information on these alternative 
methods and details about the procedure can be found in Dane and Topp (2002).  

By interpreting electrical conductivity measurements a simple empirical relationship 
between the formation factor F and the porosity εp for crystalline rocks (Parkhomenko, 
1967, p. 277), also known as Archie’s law, was found 

 58.058.1 71.0   and    71.0 pp GF εε ==    . (12) 

The leading factor (0.71), which is equal to the ratio of the electrical conductivity in a 
solution saturated porous medium and that in the solution of the same composition, 
depends on lithology. The exponent is the so-called cementation factor and depends on 
the crystalline rock structure. This relationship may be appropriate for the average 
properties of many crystalline rocks, especially for making rough estimates on the 
formation or geometry factor. 
Values for the permeability, porosity and retardation characteristics for Swiss granitic 
bore cores from the Böttstein deep drilling can be found in Carlson and Platz (1985). 
Brandberg and Skagius (1991) compiled lots of values for the porosity, sorption and 
diffusivities based on experimental results on Finnsjön rock for the SKB 91 study. For 
heterogeneous and fractured rocks, laboratory data for the porosity might be useful for 
the excavation damage zone, but on a large scale reliable sampling and up-scaling 
procedure will be needed. For rock under a high lithostatic pressure, corresponding to 
an overburden of several hundreds of metres, the relevant information, especially the 
3D-geometry and its properties, are much less well known.  
For host rocks the matrix porosity can be very small. Crystalline rocks show typical 
values for the porosities of the order of permille to – at most – percents. It is significant 
that hydrothermally altered rock have porosities approximately an order of magnitude 
higher than intact crystalline rocks. Porosity values up to 10 % were measured for 
fracture coating materials; for fracture infill the values may be even higher. From a 
performance assessment point of view the effects of radionuclide diffusion into fissure 
coating and infill material are negligible due to their limited extent. Altered zones and – 
finally – unaltered host rock may be much more of importance as efficient sinks for 
mobile nuclides. However, whether there is sufficient interconnected porosity to access 
farther parts of the host rock is still an open question (see below). Nevertheless, the 
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transport properties of the fracture coating and infill material have to be well understood 
and considered in the modelling of field tracer experiments. 

3.2  Solute transport in the frame of the dual-porosity medium model 

A very common approach to modelling transport of solutes in fractured hard rocks is the 
dual- porosity medium approach. It is based on the assumption that naturally fractured 
rocks rather behave as two porous media with different values for the porosity of 
fractures and surrounding matrix, rather than one. The surrounding matrix is considered 
as the low-conductivity domain, while the fractures are the paths where preferential 
water flow takes place. Advection within the matrix is usually assumed to be zero, 
hence, these domains act as sink/source components and in fact the dual-porosity model 
represents a mobile-immobile model.  
Although the double-porous medium model is rather a very simplified approach from a 
scientific point of view, nevertheless it turned out that this model is still used world-
wide for modelling both small-scale laboratory but also field experiments. In addition, 
this model is also extensively used in performance assessment studies. An obvious 
advantage of the model is that the underlying physics and chemistry are relatively easy 
to understand. Past experience has shown it to be a versatile, efficient and also 
appropriate tool for modelling because it covers the most important transport processes 
such as advection, dispersion, matrix diffusion, sorption, etc. It is also flexible enough 
to take into consideration various flow geometries such as the planar fracture (parallel 
plate representation), tube-like vein geometry and superposition of flow paths in terms 
of the streamtube/streamline formalism. It is the simplicity of this concept, its versatility 
and applicability to a broad variety of real-world observations in the context of solute 
transport in geological media, which has established the usefulness of the double-porous 
medium model. The underlying formalism of the double-porous medium model, its 
approximations and most common simplifications are briefly addressed in this section. 

Solute 17 transport in a dual-porosity medium can be formulated in terms of a system of 
two coupled partial differential equations. This formalism is based on mass-balance 
considerations for carefully chosen representative elementary volumes (REV’s – Bear, 
1979, p. 29ff) in the fracture and in the porous rock matrix.  
In the frame of this model, the transport equation for a dissolved species for a volume 
element of a water-conducting feature is given by: 

, 1

interface

−⎡ ⎤
⎡ ⎤⎡ ⎤+ = ∇ ⋅ ⋅ ∇ − + ⋅ ⋅ ∇ +⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ ⎣ ⎦ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

r
r r rri i i i i i i i

f f f f f f f f p p p f
f

dFC S v C C Q
t dV

∂ ε δ ε ε ε
∂

D D   .  (13) 

The transport equation for a volume element of the porous rock matrix is: 

                                                 
17  The terms “solute”, “species”, and “(radio-)nuclide” are used synonymously. 
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The left-hand side of equation (13) describes the variations with time t of the total 
concentration of the species i in the liquid phase i

fC  and on the solid phase i
fS  of a 

water-conducting feature. εf is the solute independent flow porosity (the ratio of the 
water-carrying fracture volume and total volume 18) and δ f denotes the sorbing surface 
per total volume. 
The right-hand side is equal to minus the divergence of a total flux and net source/sink 
terms. In the water-conducting zone the total flux is composed of 

a) a flux term for the hydrodynamic dispersion disp. = − ⋅∇
rr

i i
f fj Cε D , where D  

is a second-rank tensor taking into account molecular diffusion and the fact 
that the direction of the dispersive flux is not only determined by the 
concentration gradient, but also by the geometry of a possible fracture infill, 
and 

b) a flux term representing advection   adv. = +
r ri i

f f fj v Cε ,   where fvr  is the 
velocity vector of the liquid flow field. 

A sink/source term describing the diffusive mass transfer of nuclide i across the 
interface between the water-conducting zone and the porous rock matrix is given by the 

term 
interface

⎡ ⎤
− ⋅ ⋅ ∇⎢ ⎥

⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

r
r

i i i
f p p p

f

dF C
dV

ε ε D , with second-rank diffusion tensor i
pD  considering 

species dependent diffusion and taking into account that the direction of the diffusive 
flux is not only given by the concentration gradient, but also by the rock pore geometry. 
In this expression fdVFd /

r
 is a vector representing the ratio of the surface area of the 

interface between water-conducting zone and porous rock matrix to the volume element 
of flowing water. Its orientation is perpendicular to the surface element and points 
towards the altered rock zone. This term links the transport equation for advection and 
dispersion (13) with that for matrix diffusion (14). In the case of an open planar fracture 
(i.e. no fracture infill present) the ratio fdVFd /

r
 is equal to 1/b, where b [m] is half of the 

fracture aperture. The leading factor εf takes into account that due to partial coverage of 
the interface surface by a possible fracture infill 19 only the fraction εf  

20
 of the porous 

                                                 
18  The total volume is composed of the volume of the water-saturated void space and the volume of the 

solid phase. 
19  For simplicity reasons the fracture infill is considered as being not porous. Otherwise a third type of 

porosity has to be taken into account and a third transport equation would be necessary to describe 
contaminant transport from the flowing water into the fracture infill. 

20  The term fε  represents the ratio of uncovered fracture surface accessible to matrix diffusion and total 
fracture surface and is approximated – again for simplicity – by the flow porosity. 
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rock zone is accessible to diffusion 21. i
pε  [-] is the species dependent matrix porosity 

and is the ratio of volume of stagnant liquid to total rock volume. i
pC  ][mol/m3  is the 

amount of dissolved radionuclide per unit volume of stagnant liquid. 

Equations (13) and (14) are three-dimensional equations for solute transport. However, 
very often it is not necessary or useless, due to the lack of appropriate data, to attempt to 
develop a full three-dimensional formalism. In such a case a two- or even one-
dimensional description may be sufficient to encompass the most relevant mechanisms 
and processes 22. Necessary simplifications are typically based on one or more of the 
following arguments: 

• Since the model is based only on mass-balance considerations, any force, 
pressure, friction etc. is not included in the transport model. 

• The volume of the solute is negligible when compared with that of the liquid in 
the fractures and in the porous rock. 

• It is assumed that advective transport in the water-conducting features may be 
one-dimensional along a trajectory given by the hydrology. The underlying 
assumption is that the fracture aperture is much smaller than its length, hence 
providing the basis for a one-dimensional description. Thus the water velocity 
vector is reduced to a single component vf along the flow path. 

• Molecular diffusion is assumed to be negligible compared to the effect of 
mechanical dispersion, and transverse dispersion is also neglected 23. (The 
effects of molecular diffusion are small and can be incorporated into the 
coefficient for mechanical dispersion whose value is uncertain anyway.) 
Consequently, the second-rank tensor for the hydrodynamic dispersion 
simplifies to the mechanical dispersion only, which is represented finally by a 
single scalar quantity  

 ≈ L fa vD  (15) 

 where aL [m] is the longitudinal dispersion length. 
• Since in crystalline rocks the width of the pores in the rock matrix are much 

smaller than the fracture apertures, different solutes may have access to 

                                                 
21  This may be a reasonable assumption if pores, which are blocked by a fracture infill to diffusion from 

the fracture interface, cannot be reached by diffusing solute via unblocked pores. However, if pore 
interconnections and fast diffusion in the flow direction allow such blocked pores to be reached, the 
factor fε  has to be omitted. 

22  In principle, such conceptual restrictions and approximations have to be estimated quantitatively or, at 
least, qualitatively assessed. This means, in a rigid sense, that results from, for example, a one-
dimensional model have to be compared with results from a two- or even three-dimensional model.  

23  Transverse dispersion, represented by aT, will certainly play a minor role if 
b << aT ≈ aL/10 

holds. According to de Marsily (1986), p. 238, values for aT are between aL/5 and aL/100. 
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different parts of the connected porosity. Therefore the rock porosity i
pε  is 

assumed to be a species dependent quantity. 

• In the rock matrix diffusive processes occurring perpendicularly to the fracture 
are only considered. This approximation is surely reasonable, if transport in the 
fracture is much faster than in the matrix because of the much lower hydraulic 
conductivity. The thickness of the porous rock matrix accessible to diffusion 
will be limited to a finite value. 

• Since only small values for the fracture aperture are mostly considered, 
molecular diffusion results – in reality – in fast equilibration of the solute 
concentration across the fracture width  (“fast” here means with regard to 
typical transport times along the fracture). Hence, an averaged (constant) solute 
concentration across the fracture width is assumed and replaces the parabolic 
concentration profiles.  

 ( , , ) const. ; [0, ] ; 0= ∈ ± >i
fC z x t x b t   . (16) 

Such a consideration is equivalent to averaging the solute concentration over 
the fracture REV.  
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Figure 8:  Schematic sketch of the simplified transport domain in the frame of the dual-porosity medium 
model and the co-ordinate system used in the formalism. The planar fracture extends from z = 0 to z = L, 
the migration distance, and has a constant aperture of 2b. The direction of the advective/dispersive flow is 
from left to right, and across the fracture width instantaneous equilibration of the nuclide concentration is 
assumed. Matrix diffusion occurs only perpendicularly to the fracture, in the x-direction, and is limited by 
a zero-diffusive flux boundary condition at distance x = (b + d) measured from the symmetry axis. In the 
model the rock matrix beyond this boundary is considered inaccessible to diffusing nuclides. 
In the sketch both representative elementary volumes (REV) are drawn. The size of the REV in the water-
conducting fracture is selected in such a way that all the microscopic space-dependent values within the 
REV can be replaced by their averaged and constant (macroscopic) continuum values. The REV spreads 
over the whole cross section of the fracture. In direction of the water flow, however, it has to be 
sufficiently narrow to represent the temporal variations of the solute concentration along the fracture with 
the required precision. A second REV extends into the matrix diffusion zone parallel to the interface area 
fracture/porous rock matrix. Its extent in the water-flow direction corresponds to that of the former REV 
in order to guarantee mass flow across the fracture/matrix interface (see below). In the direction of matrix 
diffusion (x-direction), the REV has to be sufficiently small to represent the temporal variations of the 
solute concentration in the porous rock matrix with sufficient precision 24.  

                                                 
24  The requirements for the REV’s may result in sophisticated spatial discretisation schemes for the 

transport domain and advanced numerical algorithms for solving the system of coupled partial 
differential equations. 
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The terms 1, −ii
fQ and 1, −ii

pQ  in equations (13) and (14) denote general net source/sink 
terms describing radioactive decay and ingrowth in the case of nuclide chains with 
nuclide members …→ i-1 → i . Thus, the source terms become 

 , 1 1 1 1( ) ( )− − − −= − + + +i i i i i i i i
f f f f f f f f fQ C S C Sλ ε δ λ ε δ  (17a) 

and 

 , 1 1 1 1 1 1[ (1 ) ] [ (1 ) ]λ ε ε ρ λ ε ε ρ− − − − − −= − + − + + −i i i i i i i i i i i i
p p p p p p p p pQ C S C S    . (17b) 

In order to calculate the time- and space-dependent concentration in the flowing water 
i
fC   and in the stagnant pore water of the rock matrix i

pC , reasonable assumptions about 
the relationship between the concentrations in the aqueous phase C and on the solid 
phase S have to be made. For host rocks considered in a safety assessment of a 
repository for radioactive waste, water velocities are on the order of a few meters per 
year, hence very small. Thus, typical transport times (neglecting all retarding 
mechanisms) are of the order of - at least - hundreds of years. In such a case sorption 
kinetics play only a minor role; kinetics may become important, however, when 
modelling laboratory and field experiments on a much smaller time scale. Accounting 
for a possible influence of kinetic speciation in the liquid and solid phase would result 
in a further differential equation. 

• Therefore it is assumed, for the sake of simplicity, that sorption kinetics play 
no role, i.e. instantaneous sorption equilibrium with a sorption isotherm of the 
form 

 )( ,,
i

pf
i

pf CfS =    , (18) 

 is assumed where ( )Cf  may be any function which in general has different 
forms for the fracture and the matrix. Applying this relationship we get for the 
temporal variation of the total solute concentration in the fracture 
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and for that in the matrix 

( ) ( )1 ( )
1 ( ) 1

⎡ ⎤−
⎡ ⎤+ − = + =⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦

i i i i
p p p pi i i i i i i

p p p p p p pi i
p p

d f C C C
C f C R

t d C t t
ε ∂ ∂∂ ε ε ρ ε ρ ε

∂ ε ∂ ∂
.  (19b) 

In equations (19a) and (19b) the following abbreviations for the (concentration 
dependent) retardation functions )( i

f
i
f CR  and )( i

p
i
p CR  were introduced: 
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 (in the fracture), (20a) 
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p pi
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 (in the matrix)    . (20b) 

Evaluating the source/sink terms (17a) and (17b) results in two further retardation 
functions: 
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f fi
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                  (in the fracture), (20c) 
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        (in the matrix)    . (20d) 

In the case of a linear sorption isotherm of the form ( ) CKCS ⋅=  the following 
constants are obtained: 

 1= + ≡ %fi i i
f a f

f

R K R
δ
ε

       (in the fracture), (21a) 

 
(1 )

1
−

= + ≡ %
i
pi i i

p d pi
p

R K R
ε

ρ
ε

     (in the matrix), (21b) 

where /f fδ ε  [m-1] is the sorbing surface of the water conducting zone per unit volume 
of flowing water 25 In the case of an open planar fracture this ratio is assumed to be 

/ 1/=f f bδ ε . 

For more complicated isotherms such as, e.g. the Freundlich isotherm, one must use 
concentration-dependent retardation functions, hence different parts of a migrating 
solute plume will move with different rates, and the shape of the plume will change with 
time, even when neglecting dispersive effects and matrix diffusion. Some radionuclides 
may have a finite natural (stable) background concentration in the transport domain, 
which is assumed to be constant in time and space. Therefore, the cumulative element 
concentration ii

pf
i
f,p, CCC background,total +=  enters the equations for the retardation 

functions, thereby avoiding the unrealistic special feature of the Freundlich isotherm 
that ( )CR  becomes infinitely large for concentrations approaching zero. Hence, for non-
linear isotherms of the Freundlich type the concentration-dependent retardation 
functions are as follows: 

                                                 
25  In the transport model the interface area for matrix diffusion /

r
fdF dV  needs not necessarily be the 

same as for the sorption of solute onto the surface of the water-conducting feature, which is denoted 
by /f fδ ε . Such a distinction is important in the case of a fracture infill. 
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 1
backgroundtotal, )(11)( −++=
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b
CR  (in a planar fracture) , (22a) 
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 1
,total background

1( ) 1 ( ) −= + +%
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  (in a planar fracture) , (22c) 
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  (in the matrix)    . (22d) 

With these expressions the sink/source terms f
i
fQ ε/ and /i i

p pQ ε  can be written as 

 1 1 1/ − − −= − +% %i i i i i i i i
f f f f f fQ R C R Cε λ λ  (23a) 

and 
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1 1 1/
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− − −= − +% %

i
pi i i i i i i i

p p p p p pi
p

Q R C R C    . (23b) 

Considering all these simplifications and approximations the set of coupled transport 
equations for solute transport in an open planer fracture is: 

2
1 1 1

2
1 1
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2 1
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C
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t R C x
   . (25) 

Because both transport equations are first order in time and second order in space, one 
has to specify one initial and two boundary conditions for each differential equation 
depending - of course - on the physical problem at hand. 
The following relationships are used as initial conditions for the differential equations: 

a)    ( ) ( )background, ,     ;  0   and   [0, ]     ,= ≤ ∈i i
fC z t C z t t z L  (26a) 

b) ( ) ( )  )](,[];,0[   and   0  ;     ,,,, background dbbxLzttxzCtxzC ii
p +±±∈∈≤= , (26b) 

meaning that the whole domain of interest has a certain (space-dependent) initial 
background concentration 26. However, for most solutes the background concentration is 
zero.  
At the interface fracture/porous (altered) rock matrix, continuity in the concentration is 
assumed. This is given by: 

                                                 
26  Examples of a non-zero initial condition are, for example, the natural 235U and 238U content of 

crystalline granitic rocks. 
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c)  ( ) ( ), , ,      ;        ; 0   ,= ± ∀ >i i
f pC z t C z b t z t  (27) 

and continuity in mass flow (but not in the flux!) 27 is implicitly included in equations 
(24) and (25), respectively. 

The boundary conditions are as follows: In the porous rock matrix a zero diffusive-flux 
boundary condition at a certain distance ± (b + d) [m] is chosen; d being the maximum 
depth for matrix diffusion: 

d)  0     ;        .
∂
∂

= +

= − = ∀
i
pi i

D p

x b d

C
j D t

x
 (28) 

With the conditions (26) - (28) the second transport equation - the diffusion equation 
(25) - can be solved; the corresponding boundary conditions for the transport equation 
in the fracture also have to be fixed: At the inlet - i.e. at the upstream boundary, the 
following form of the mixed von Neumann/Dirichlet (also called Fourier type) 
boundary condition 28 is applied specifying the solute flow: 

e)  ( ) ( )
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In this expression )(wΘ  

 ( )
⎩
⎨
⎧

≥
<

=Θ
0     ;     1
0     ;     0

w
w

w  (30) 

is the Heaviside step function and ( )tf i  is a time-dependent input function with units of 
[ 3mol/m ] describing the release of the solute i. i

LT  [s] is the release time for the species 
i. The Heaviside step function switches on the release function f i(t) during the period 

],0[ i
LT . 

εf vf F is the total water flow rate Q [m3/y] with cross-sectional area F for the water flow 
and corresponding flow porosity εf

  averaged over the transport domain. 

                                                 
27 The diffusive solute out-flux across the fracture/matrix interface [mol m2 s-1] is 
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Although the flux is not continuous at the interface, mass is conserved, since the flow per unit volume 
of flowing water [mol m-3 s-1] leaving the fracture is equal to that entering the porous rock zone 

according to: 
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ε  takes into account the 

restricted volume of porous rock matrix available by diffusion.  
28  A boundary condition is of the von Neumann type if the flux in the direction normal to the bounding 

surface of the physical system is known. If the value of the quantity (i.e. concentration) on the 
boundary is specified, we have a boundary condition of the Dirichlet type. However, a mixture of both 
types of boundary conditions is also possible. 
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Equation (29) may also be applied for the downstream boundary at z = L. But, very 
often, a zero concentration boundary condition is assumed: 

f) ( ) 0;0, >∀== ttLzCi
f    , (31) 

and the nuclide flow across the boundary consists of the dispersive flow part only. This 
boundary condition may also be used for the solute breakthrough in performance 
assessments or for the analysis of field experiments where at z = L (L finite) the solute 
becomes strongly and instantaneously diluted by uncontaminated groundwater. 

In most cases it is not possible to obtain an analytical solution of the coupled system of 
partial differential equations (24) and (25), especially when they are non-linear. 
Therefore it is necessary to solve the system of equations numerically. In principle it is 
possible to obtain solutions with the help of a variety of numerical methods such as 
finite differences (Smith, 1985), finite elements (Lapidus and Pinder, 1982), spectral 
method (Canuto et al, 1988), method of line approximations (Schiesser, 1991) and 
random walk (Weiss, 1994).  
Further details about the dual-porosity medium model and the effects of matrix 
diffusion on radionuclide transport through fractured porous media, can be found in 
Neretnieks (1993); Jakob (1997) and Carrera et al. (1998). 

3.2.1 The flow-wetted surface 

fdVFd /
r

 in equation (13) is a crucial quantity in radionuclide transport modelling and is 
either addressed as “specific interface area” or also as “flow-wetted surface area per unit 
volume of mobile water”. However, both expressions mean the same, i.e. that part of the 
fracture surface that stays in contact with mobile water and where mass transfer may 
occur between the fracture and the immobile water of the rock matrix. The larger this 
value is, the larger is also the diffusive mass transfer of solute into or out of the porous 
rock matrix. For a simplified system where flow takes place through an open planar 
fracture with aperture 2b the value for the specific interface area is 1/b.  
Ohlsson and Neretnieks (1995) confirmed the results by Bradbury and Green (1986) 
that a possible fracture coating, which can cover the interface surface partially or might 
even be many millimetres thick, may not essentially hinder the diffusion of the solute 
into the rock matrix because it often has a considerably higher porosity than the host 
rock. 
Very often the flow-wetted surface is defined with regard to unit volume of (total) rock 
and not to unit volume of mobile water in the fracture, as above. This is because the 
flow-wetted surface per unit volume of rock is primarily estimated from observations on 
bore cores. However, both quantities are related to each other by the flow porosity εf 
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By measuring – in samples from borecores – the fracture surface in contact with flowing 
groundwater, i.e. by assessing the conductive fracture frequency, information on the 
flow-wetted surface in the transport domain can be obtained. However, such values 
have to be carefully interpreted if the water-conducting features are made up of a 
network of micro fractures and/or in the case when fracture infill material is present. In 
addition, a few - or only parts of a few - of the fractures may carry the major amount of 
water (channelling – see below). 
Analysing complex tracer experiments can also provide values for the flow-wetted 
surface. However, additional information concerning other transport parameters, such as 
the diffusivity and the sorption capacity, is needed as further constraints in order to 
reduce the fit-parameter space. Such values for the specific interface area are therefore 
difficult to deduce and are strongly model-dependent. However, these values represent 
rather “integral numbers” across the transport-relevant domain. 
Evaluating resin-impregnated micrographs of thin sections of borecores may yield 
further information on the flow-wetted surface which can be applied for modelling 
purposes and in performance assessments. 
As already mentioned, matrix diffusion may cause a pronounced retardation in the 
migration of solutes, even in the absence of other interactions of the solute with the 
solid phases, e.g. sorption. In the frame of the dual-porosity medium model, a measure 
of the additional delay due to matrix diffusion is the so-called “matrix diffusion time” 

i
0τ  [s] (Jakob, 1997) which is a lumped parameter of the following form: 
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where δp ≡ fdVFd /
r

 [m2 / m3] is the specific interface area 29. If, within the framework 
of the dual-porosity medium model, dispersion in the fracture as well as radioactive 
decay are neglected for simplicity reasons, there is an analytical 1D-solution for two-
fold a semi-infinite medium along the flow path and in matrix diffusion direction. 
Initially, the whole transport domain is assumed to be free of solutes. At time equal to 
zero a constant concentration C0 of the solute is considered as the up-stream boundary 
condition; down-stream a zero-concentration boundary condition for z → ∞ is assumed. 
The time- and space-dependent solution of the transport problem is as follows: 
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where 

                                                 
29  Normally the temporal evolution of the solute concentration is calculated or measured at the down-

stream boundary at z = L, where L [m] means the migration distance.  
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 z
v
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t
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i
fi =adv  (35) 

is the nuclide-dependent advection time [s], possibly retarded due to fracture surface 
sorption resulting in 1>i

fR  30. As can be seen from equation (34a) the effects of matrix 
diffusion on solute transport are described completely by the lumped parameter i

0τ .  

In the literature, for the special case of an open planar fracture with aperture 2b and 
width W [m] (in y-direction), an alternative expression for equation (34a), shown below, 
is often given: 
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where Q = 2bWvf  [m3/s] is the water flow-rate in the open fracture and the flow-wetted 
surface area is 2zW. Equations (34a) and (34b) implies that decreasing the value for the 
flow-wetted surface (which is difficult to estimate) by a factor of two will result in a - 
roughly - four times earlier solute breakthrough. The term i

p
i
p RD , however, which 

characterises sorption and diffusion, and the values of which can be assessed much 
better in appropriate laboratory and field experiments, only affects the solute arrival 
time linearly. Hence, 2zW or alternatively, δp ≡ fdVFd /

r
 is a critical quantity in the dual-

porosity medium model. 
Regarding performance assessments, the specific interface area is often estimated based 
on the frequency and the geometry of fractures in the host rock due to the lack of site-
specific data or due to other – rather technical – restrictions. Such a procedure is 
certainly an oversimplification since the transport properties may vary strongly along 
the flow paths and in the rock matrix. As will be outlined below, today’s (process) 
models are very well able to account for locally varying properties - provided the 
necessary data concerning diffusion and sorption properties as well as the penetration 
depth are available. 

3.2.2 Channelling 

Another phenomenon, which may strongly affect matrix diffusion, is channelling. Early 
work on flow and transport was done within the framework of the parallel-plate 
formalism. Witherspoon et al. (1980) found that the cubic law was appropriate for a 
closed fracture under the influence of external stress. However, experimental and 
theoretical investigations of solute transport indicate that the parallel plate model with a 

                                                 
30  Concerning the conditions for a repository for radioactive waste where long transport times and small 

water flow rates prevail, the advection time is negligible compared to the nuclide transport time t, 
even if there is no further interaction of the nuclides with the solid phases, e.g., sorption. 
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constant aperture might be inadequate and the fluid might flow preferentially through 
channels (Moreno and Neretnieks, 1985; Rasmuson and Neretnieks, 1986; Johns and 
Roberts, 1991).  

 

Figure 9:  Sketch of channelling in a hypothetical fracture plane. (The arrows indicate the flow 
direction.) 

According to their investigations groundwater flow is unevenly distributed in the 
fracture plane (Bourke, 1987; Neretnieks, 1987; Tsang and Tsang, 1987). Observations 
indicate that a few pathways may transport the mayor part of the solute much faster than 
the mean. Based on this, only a limited part of the fracture surface is in contact with the 
liquid. Therefore the specific-interface area (flow-wetted surface) for matrix diffusion 
and any other uptake mechanism of the solid phase, such as sorption, might be strongly 
reduced. The influence of irregular flow pattern due to sealed areas in the fracture plane 
might be of special importance with regard to performance assessments because the 
effectiveness of matrix diffusion may be strongly reduced.  
Numerical investigations in the frame of a statistical aperture model show that solute 
transport is mainly determined by the mean of the fracture apertures. However, if the 
variance of the fracture apertures becomes too large, fracture flow will be increasingly 
dominated by channelling (Wendland and Himmelsbach, 2002). 

3.2.3 Time-dependent transport parameters 

Certain problems associated with the disposal of hazardous waste in the subsurface can 
never be addressed only by laboratory or field investigations; other sources of 
information about the system are required. For example, due to the very long time scales 
involved, it is nearly impossible to demonstrate that today’s groundwater flow field is 
indeed in steady-state with regard to boundary conditions or rather whether it is slowly 
transient responding to natural geological changes. One can imagine scenarios where 
geological changes will definitely occur but the magnitudes of the changes and their 
effects on the efficiency of the geosphere barrier are highly unknown. For example, 
presumably there will be future glaciations, which will then strongly affect - inter alia - 
groundwater flow. Changes in the air temperature, annual rain- and snowfall, 
evaporation etc. will subsequently also alter the regional fluid flow regime. In addition, 
water-saturated parts of the sub-surface may become unsaturated. Varying ice 
overburden causes subsidence and uplift of whole areas generating chemical gradients 
in the underground due to mixing of different types of water, as presently observed in 
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Äspö (Sweden). Especially for sedimentary rocks such as clay or shale, compaction of 
the host rock will furthermore result in long-term transients of the water flow 
(Horseman et al., 1991). An uplift of the area hosting the radioactive waste repository 
combined with erosion in an inter-glacial period will also result in slow temporal 
changes of the conditions for the geology, groundwater hydraulic and chemical 
conditions of the domain. Analogous changes will happen during a new subsidence.  
Fortunately very unlikely events, which can cause profound changes in the flow and 
chemical conditions, are heavy earthquakes and major rock displacements especially 
when these displacements intersect the repository domain. However, it is extremely 
difficult to quantify their effects. 
A post-closure chemical evolution can also affect the geosphere barrier system: a slow 
change from oxidising to reducing conditions in the vicinity of the repository; slow 
degradation of the repository construction materials, e.g., cementitious materials, will 
generate chemical gradients in the domain of interest. 
Time dependencies of all the parameters are generally not taken into account, neither in 
the modelling of laboratory and field experiments, nor in performance assessments. For 
example, when analysing field tracer tests fluctuations in the hydraulic head are taken 
into account by averaging on a daily, weekly etc. basis. Such a procedure – averaging – 
is the most common approach to time-dependencies and is very often done without any 
further comment. Averaging, or neglecting time dependencies at all, is therefore, in 
view of the long time scales to be considered in performance assessments, a gross 
oversimplification of most of the parameters; the decay constants are an exception. In 
performance assessments the inevitable uncertainties concerning the temporal evolution 
of the repository domain are normally covered by a large numbers of different 
scenarios, each using time-invariant parameters often resulting in series of very 
pessimistic assumptions and hence, over conservatism. To reduce them in future 
assessments, and since little is known on the possible time evolution of the transport-
relevant parameters such as, e.g. effective diffusion coefficients, parameters for 
describing sorption, spatial extent of altered zones adjacent to water conducting 
features, etc., further work on this topic is required. (See also Annex 6 in this context – 
Conclusions of working group D, in: GEOTRAP Project, 1998.) 

3.2.4  Variability of rock properties - Space-dependent transport parameters 

If more detailed structural information on rock properties such as mineralogy, porosity 
etc. is available, the effects of a more realistic description of radionuclide transport have 
to be assessed quantitatively in order to motivate necessary model simplifications for 
performance assessment purposes and to reduce over-conservatisms in the geosphere 
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transport modelling. A possible space dependence of the transport properties 31 along 
the water conducting feature might be modelled by piecewise constant parameters 
(Hadermann, 1980). Such a procedure defines a series of N segments with lengths lk, 
k = 1, 2, …, N, along the migration pathway.  

0 l1 l1 + l2 l1 + l2 + l3

z 

Figure 10:  Definition of the co-ordinates for the migration in a piecewise 
homogeneous porous medium. 

Radionuclide mass conservation at the segment’s interfaces requires continuity in the 
solute concentration  

 ,2,),(),0( 11 NktlCtC kkk ≤≤= −−  (36a) 

and in the flow according to  
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Fk [m2] is the cross-sectional area for the water flow in the k-th segment. Provided that 
the water flow NkvF kfkkf ≤≤2;,,ε , is unsteady at a segment interface, the ratio of the 
water flows of the two segments defines a dilution factor. 
In performance assessments the different diffusion and sorption properties of different 
rock materials in the vicinity of water-conducting features representing small-scale 
heterogeneities are normally neglected. However, first attempts have already been made 
to account in more detail for the heterogeneities of a possible host rock on different 
scales (Nagra, 2000). One of Nagra’s transport models (Barten, 1996; Barten and 
Robinson, 2001) accounts for both, the larger scale heterogeneities represented by a 
network of water-conducting conduits and the multiple porous layers which can be 
addressed by matrix diffusion. From a performance assessment point of view, 
considering further rock formation features which act as additional sinks for diffusing 
radionuclides is highly beneficial with regard to total doses to men. 
Spatially dependent transport parameters in the matrix diffusion direction can be taken 
into account by treating the rock as a multi-layered matrix where each layer is 
characterised by constant parameters. The mathematical/numerical procedure is similar 
to that outlined above where a migration pathway is divided into segments. At the 

                                                 
31  One may think of different geological layers such as altered and unaltered rock in the vicinity of a 

water conducting feature, or of a single layer with piecewise different physicochemical properties 
representing different mineralogy, porosity etc. 
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layer’s interfaces continuity of the solute concentration and of the diffusive flow has to 
be ensured.  

3.2.5 Limited extent for matrix diffusion 

While the theoretical basis for matrix diffusion is well accepted by the experts, there are 
still different opinions regarding the volume of porous rocks which can be accessed by 
matrix diffusion. In early performance assessments such as the Swedish KBS-3 (1983), 
matrix diffusion was assumed to be limited to 100 m for the zero-diffusive flux 
boundary. In contrast to this, in the Swiss Project Gewähr (1985) it was assumed that 
the lateral extent of the diffusion-accessible zone in the base case was only 1 mm, 
hence, a very conservative value 32. In the last Finnish safety assessment TILA-99 
(Vieno and Nordman, 1999) the maximum penetration depth for matrix diffusion was 
limited to 10 cm.  
Because a possible limitation is a critical issue, considerable efforts have been made in 
laboratory and field investigations to determine reliable values for the depth of the 
connected porosity. There are clear indications that connected porosity exists at 
distances up to decimetres in the field and, at least, a few centimetres in laboratory 
experiments. However, most of the measurements were not performed under virgin 
conditions. Rock samples were cored and therefore the original lithostatic pressure was 
released. Applying the original pressure does not guarantee that the former in-situ 
conditions can be reached again (Ohlsson and Neretnieks, 1995). Excavation damage 
zones around the boreholes, too, disturb larger-scale field experiments. Only at some 
distance away from such disturbances may the rock still be in its virgin conditions. 
Consequently, one has to accept the need for much longer transport distances. However, 
such experiments are very difficult to perform and, last but not least, extremely 
expensive.  
In general, all sampling procedures tend to result in too high values for the porosity, 
which is - from a performance assessment point of view - non-conservative because it 
results in an over-estimation of the efficiency of radionuclide immobilisation in the rock 
matrix. Our present knowledge indicates that the connected porosity is limited 33. Such a 
picture is also based on measurements and observations of natural analogues as already 
outlined in section 2. Under in-situ conditions, due to compression and the subsequent 
closing of pores, the depth of the interconnected porosity is finite. Attempts were made 

                                                 
32  In Gewähr 1985, alternatively also nuclide transport in kakirites was considered where for the water 

flow-paths a tube like vein geometry was assumed. The penetration depth for matrix diffusion in the 
kakirites was varied between 0.1 and 0.5 m resulting in a change of the nuclide release rates up to 
seven orders of magnitude (Hadermann et al., 1985). Such sensitivity studies clearly demonstrate the 
capacity of limited matrix diffusion for an efficient retardation and dilution of migrating 
radionuclides. 

33  According to Birgersson and Neretnieks (1990) there are indications for rock domains with closed 
pores which are surrounded in 3D by other domains with open pores so that solutes may – in 
principle – diffuse around closed regions into further parts of the porous rock. 
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to measure radionuclide transport under high pressure, but very low values for the 
hydraulic conductivity required extremely high pressure gradients to detect any tracer 
breakthrough in a reasonable time span. Such experiments were performed, for 
example, by Bischoff et al. (1987) on small pieces of granite. Gureghian et al. (1990), 
Vandergraaf (1995), Vandergraaf et al. (1997) performed similar experiments on a 
larger block of crystalline rock containing a single natural fracture. Both experiments 
were part of the INTRAVAL project (1990) and thereby carefully analysed by different 
modelling teams. Valkiainen (1992) compiled much laboratory and field data on matrix 
diffusion for various crystalline rocks. His data reveal that within the first few 
centimetres from a water-bearing fracture the porosity is greater by a factor of 2 to 3 
compared with the rock farther away. These first few centimetres adjacent to a fracture 
are considered the zone where matrix diffusion of solutes will occur. However, due to 
the heterogeneity of the crystalline rocks such values for the extent may scatter 
considerably. Due to the higher porosity, the altered wall rock has the greater potential 
for solute uptake than fresh rock, and consequently matrix diffusion affects mainly these 
zones and not the entire rock volume before the radionuclides have decayed. 
Furthermore, it should be mentioned that relatively large faults often contain clay 
minerals (fault gouge) and fault breccia in the fault crushed zone. However, 
hydrogeological data on such features at relevant depths are very sparse. In fractures 
with fault gouge, diffusion into and sorption onto this material can be expected. This 
might be of importance when analysing field tracer tests, but for performance 
assessment purposes fault gouge is not the relevant material with respect to matrix 
diffusion. 
The extent of the connected porosity can also be assessed by analysing complex field 
tracer tests such as those carried out in Stripa (Abelin et al., 1985) and Äspö (Winberg 
et al., 2000), at Grimsel (Frick et al., 1992) and at the El Berrocal site in an uranium 
mine in Spain. By a strongly model-dependent interpretation of breakthrough curves for 
various tracers and considering additional system information (e.g. structural geological 
information from bore core investigations, mineralogy etc.), rough values for the 
penetration depth of a diffusion-accessible zone can be deduced (Mazurek et al., 2003 
and Jakob et al., 2003). Such values, however, reflect only those parts of the connected 
porosity which were accessed within the experimental time span and hence, do not 
represent the whole available depth. However, it is exactly this part – not investigated 
by short-term field experiments – which is important in the frame of long-term 
performance assessments. Finally, it should be mentioned that different models might fit 
the measured breakthrough curves more or less equally well when focussing on 
different aspects of the experiments (Elert and Svensson, 2001). Therefore, the 
interpretation of in-situ migration experiments is still an area for future investigations. 
Electrical conductivity measurements performed either in the laboratory on rock 
samples of bore cores or under in-situ conditions in the field provide a new technique to 
investigate the extent of a porous rock matrix. The method is based on electro migration 
instead of solute diffusion as in “traditional” transport experiments. First results are 
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encouraging and indicate that the pore system might be connected over distances of at 
least 0.5 m up to several metres (Löfgren and Neretnieks, 2003). However, the method 
must be further tested, especially also on other field sites and for other than granitic host 
rocks in order to get information on the variability of the values for the extent of the 
connected porosity and for the diffusivity. 
Supporting information about the possible extent of the connected porosity can also be 
obtained by studies on natural analogues; see the overview by Neretnieks (1996). 
However, the details which led to the observed profiles of decay series, rare-earth 
elements or redox sensitive tracer distributions in the rock are, to a high degree, 
unknown, making the interpretation of such observations very difficult. Nevertheless, 
such studies are indicative of pore connectivities on a scale of up to one metre. Other 
observations on natural systems led to the conclusion that matrix diffusion is limited to 
weathered (altered) zones adjacent to fractures where groundwater was, or still is, 
flowing. The typical extent of such zones is in the order of a few centimetres to a few 
decimetres, depending on the degree of weathering or hydrothermal activity (Alexander 
et al., 1990). 

In the following compilation some typical values for the extent of the connected 
porosity are presented as deduced from laboratory and field investigations. For 
illustrative purposes, values from natural analogues are also included. 

Table 3:   Compilation of typical values for the depth of the connected porosity based on experimental 
investigations in the laboratory and in the field. In addition, some values from natural analogue studies 
are also included. Especially the natural analogue data indicate that the pore system has been open over 
very long time spans and hence, matrix diffusion was acting for thousands to million of years in altered 
crystalline rocks. 

Examples Typical distances References (examples) 

Field-diffusion experiments  5 – 40 cm Birgersson and Neretnieks (1990) 
Resin impregnation   1 – 2 cm Autio et al. (1998) 
Leach tests  3 – 14 cm Ohlsson and Neretnieks (1995) 
Electrical conductivity (lab. experiments)

  (laboratory / field experiments)
 2 – 125 cm 
 50 cm – m 

Atkinson and Titchell (1985) 
Löfgren and Neretnieks (2003) 

Uranium-series disequilibria  3 – 4 cm Smellie et al. (1986) 
Redox front in unfractured rock  40 cm See the example in section 2. 
Alteration zones with higher porosity  50 cm Alexander et al. (1990) 

3.2.6 Anion exclusion 

The classical matrix diffusion formalism, such as that in the framework of the dual-
porosity medium model, does not account for the different charges of solutes. In 
addition, the broad variety of complex interactions between dissolved species and solid 
phase are very often merged into a simple value for the distribution ratio Kd. The idea of 
anion exclusion is that anions - when compared with cations or neutral solutes - only 
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have access to a limited part of the connected porosity. This is due to a net-negative 
electrical charge of mineral surfaces resulting in a certain repulsion of anions close to 
the surfaces while cations and neutral solutes may be attached to the surfaces. Anion 
exclusion thus promotes the transport of anions through the geosphere. With regard to 
matrix diffusion, anion exclusion will result in less retardation for dissolved, negatively 
charged particles, because the narrowest pores are less accessible.  
In the dual-porosity model, the consideration of anion exclusion would result – from a 
very purist point of view – also in ion-dependent values for the flow porosities, for the 
flow-wetted surface, for the nuclide velocity in the flowing water and for the sorbing 
surface (see equations 13 and 14). However, it might be very challenging to determine 
reasonable values for all these parameters. Particle exclusion can also be seen in colloid 
transport, where, for example, the flow porosity and particle arrival times are indeed 
size- (and surface charge-) dependent. In experiments using columns filled with a dual-
porous medium, the colloids show significantly shorter transport times and are less 
influenced by matrix diffusion than dissolved conservative tracers (Niehren and 
Kinzelbach, 1998).  
However, it should be mentioned that the effects of anion exclusion for dissolved 
radionuclides are much less prominent in crystalline rocks compared to sedimentary 
rocks, e.g., argillaceous rocks. In these cases, anion exclusion affects more strongly a 
number of diagonal and off-diagonal Onsager transport processes, such as Fickian 
diffusion, chemical osmosis or hyperfiltration. In crystalline rocks, however, where a 
pressure gradient is the main driving force for fracture flow, apertures are many orders 
of magnitude larger than openings in clay materials, the latter with typical widths of the 
order of nanometres. If the values for fracture apertures are in such a range, advective 
flow certainly plays a negligible role and diffusion is the relevant transport process in 
the system. Consequently, anion exclusion is only related to solute diffusion in the bulk 
where it affects the retardation of different species. It is also the reason why a species-
dependent porosity i

pε  was introduced in the transport equations (13) and (14). 
Most of the radioactive waste organisations consider anion exclusion as a relevant 
process in the porous rock which has to be taken into account in performance 
assessments. In previous assessments such as, e.g., the Finish TILA-99 safety 
assessment, effects of anion exclusion were indeed considered in the matrix. Values for 
the porosity and the diffusivity were applied which are different for anions and non-
anions. 

3.2.7 Diffusion into stagnant water 

The zone with immobile water accessible by matrix diffusion may be augmented by 
domains with stagnant water within the fracture. Radionuclides in zones with mobile 
water in the fracture may diffuse into pools of stagnant water and therefore be 
withdrawn temporarily from the flowing groundwater.  
Diffusion of radionuclides into stagnant water was invoked in order to explain the 
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observed pronounced tailing in tracer breakthrough curves where the effects of matrix 
diffusion into a limited zone of altered rock adjacent to a fracture were believed to be 
insufficient (Johansson, 2000). In performance assessments diffusion into stagnant 
water is mostly neglected due to the lack of appropriate data and for conservatism 
reasons.  

Wallrock

Wallrock

  Water-bearing 
fracture with infill

Figure 11:  Sketch of a cross-section through a hypothetical planar fracture with fracture infill. Advective 
water flow takes place in an intricate channel with mobile water. Solutes may have access to pools of 
stagnant water, depicted in the sketch by the shaded areas, by molecular diffusion only. 

 
3.2.8 Surface diffusion  

Surface diffusion postulates that, in contrast to the classical diffusion theory, a fraction 
of the adsorbed nuclides is mobile and that they might diffuse along the solid surfaces 
and contribute to the total diffusive flux in the rock matrix. The flux rate is controlled 
by a specific surface diffusion tensor Ds. Such an ad-hoc assumption results from the 
observation of increased diffusion rates for some cations in compacted bentonite 
systems (Torstenfelt et al., 1983) and was subsequently also applied to heterogeneous 
crystalline rocks (Rasmuson and Neretnieks, 1983; Ohlsson and Neretnieks, 1998).  
If surface diffusion does occur, the diffusion equation (8) would be written, e.g., in the 
one-dimensional form (neglecting sink/source terms such as radioactive decay) and 
including linear sorption of the solute on the solid phase, according to Rasilainen (1997) 
as 
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In this relationship the effective diffusivity is increased by the term sdp DKρε )1( −  
accounting for the observed increased mobility of the radionuclides due to migration 
along the surfaces. From a computational point of view surface diffusion could - 
according to equation (37) - be easily taken into account by a simple re-definition of the 
value for the diffusion coefficient. In the formulation above it is assumed that surface 
diffusion is uniform in the diffusion domain and Ds was introduced as an averaged 
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empirical parameter; the driving force would be a concentration gradient of the sorbed 
species on the surface. So far, the proposed mechanism has not yet been accepted for 
heterogeneous porous media such as crystalline rocks and highly diluted solutes. Conca 
et al. (1993), p. 399 state, “ … for systems with mineral surfaces that do not maintain a 
high electrostatic potential, Ds could not be an important contributor to the overall 
diffusion coefficient.” Due to the lack of reliable data, surface diffusion has been 
consequently neglected in performance assessments. Such a procedure is certainly 
conservative because it reduces the efficiency for matrix diffusion as a temporal sink for 
solutes. 

3.2.9 Pore plugging – reactive transport 

Transient flow fields with changing chemical conditions may occur - as already 
outlined - due to geological events such as, e.g., periodic uplifts and subsidences of 
larger areas - especially at coastal sites - or heavy earthquakes. Other phenomena, which 
may result in chemical gradients, are high pH-plumes migrating from the repository 
domain 34, because the disposal of radioactive waste - especially for long-lived 
intermediate level waste - requires the use of large amounts of cementitious material. 
Formation water rich in carbonate will lead to calcite precipitation in the water-
conducting zones but also in the porous rock adjacent to fractures in the vicinity of the 
waste repository caused by the increase in the pH 35. Thus, a high pH solution emerging 
from the repository can have a significant effect upon the performance of this repository 
regarding the ability of the host rock to retard efficiently the migration of radionuclides 
to the biosphere. The bentonite buffer, too, may affect the chemical stability of the 
groundwater on a local scale. Notably, the excavation of shafts and tunnels during 
construction, but also the operation phase of a repository, may further change the 
original geochemical conditions in a complex way. All of these events and processes 
will have an impact on the mobility and the transport behaviour of dissolved 
radionuclides. 

Precipitation and dissolution of mineral phases may occur in response to geochemical 
gradients, e.g. due to changes in the water composition. These processes could affect the 
available transport porosity in both the fracture and in the matrix. Porosity changes may 
be beneficial or detrimental to radionuclide transport through the geosphere. Mineral 
precipitation will increase the potential for fractures clogging - especially for those with 
small apertures; plugging however, can also seal pores in the rock, thereby reducing the 
efficiency of matrix diffusion - an effect which is certainly not desirable for the 
performance of a planned repository for radioactive waste. Calcite and other mineral 

                                                 
34  Note: Neither the far-field/biosphere interface nor near-field disturbances from the disposal facility are 

considered in RETROCK. 
35  The pH in crystalline rock is in the order of pH ≈ 8 – 9, whereas that of a calcium-rich groundwater 

released from a cementitious near field is in the order of pH ≈ 12 – 13.5. 
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precipitation, with subsequent clogging of the transport-relevant porosity, has been 
observed in small-scale diffusion experiments with hardened cement paste samples by 
Sarott et al., (1992) but also in theoretical studies (Lichtner and Eikenberg, 1995; 
Steefel and Lichtner, 1994, Soler and Mäder, submitted). Similar effects could be 
recognized on “old concrete structures” exposed to the atmosphere and to drinking or 
lake water (Lagerblad, 2001). A theoretical study has recently shown the beneficial 
aspects of self-sealing of a repository domain by calcite precipitation applying a coupled 
model for flow, transport and chemical reactions (Pfingsten, 2001; 2002). There are 
many reactive transport models existing and a growing application of these models in 
analysis of experiments on all scales. Van der Lee and De Windt (2001) recently gave 
an overview about the present state of geochemical models. 

From a scientific point of view, dissolution and precipitation are well understood for a 
few pure phases such as calcite. Hence, such reactions could - in principle - be 
considered in performance assessments, provided the thermodynamic data are available. 
However, dissolution and precipitation reactions were - in general - not modelled in past 
performance assessments specifically due to the lack of appropriate data and for 
conservatism reasons 36. Consequently, pore plugging in the matrix was not explicitly 
considered, although by applying a conservative limitation on the matrix diffusion depth 
such a process can be taken into account, too.  
Clogging can also be caused by mobile colloids. Colloids are ubiquitous in the flowing 
or pore water of fractured crystalline rocks. In addition, the bentonite buffer of the near 
field may be seen as a further source of colloids. The bentonite consists of very small 
particles, which - being in contact with groundwater – can produce colloids. Small 
particles may have access by molecular diffusion to pores with sufficiently large 
openings and hence, colloids could seal a part of the connected porosity in the matrix, 
reducing the efficiency of matrix diffusion. However, it is very difficult to estimate 
whether small colloids may block a certain part of the diffusion-accessible zone. 
Therefore this problem deserves further investigations. In all performance assessments 
clogging of fractures having large apertures (compared to the averaged colloid size) is 
not considered to be a significant process.  

 

 

                                                 
36  A further potentially beneficial process not considered in performance assessment is co-precipitation 

through which radionuclides in solution are trapped in the precipitating mineral phase limiting the 
radionuclide solution concentration. According to Curti (1997; 1999) there are clear indications that 
metals are incorporated into precipitating solid alteration products following well-defined and 
predictable geochemical rules confirming the large potential of co-precipitation as a solubility-limiting 
process for many radionuclides. Lacking appropriate laboratory data on co-precipitation with calcite 
for many safety-relevant radionuclides, there are also open questions regarding the effects of pH and 
complexation on co-precipitation. The latter investigations would be particularly important for the 
performance assessment of a waste repository containing large amount of cementitious materials and 
organic substances. 
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4 OPEN ISSUES AND UNRESOLVED PROBLEMS 

Matrix diffusion undoubtedly occurs and is one of the most important retardation 
processes in geosphere transport of solutes, but it depends in a complex way on various 
properties of the solution/rock system. It is obvious that matrix diffusion can only play a 
critical role if the value for the diffusivity is sufficiently large. Solid diffusion with 
extremely small values for diffusion can be neglected for performance assessment 
purposes. As outlined above, there still remains a catalogue of open questions. 
Knowledge gained in these questions can help to reduce conservatisms in performance 
assessments thereby reducing calculated doses. 

• A key issue is certainly the flow-wetted surface, which may be affected 
additionally by channelling and by diffusion into pools of stagnant water within the 
water-bearing fracture.  There are, in principle, several possibilities to determine 
values for the specific interface area. Assessing the conducting fracture frequency, 
or evaluating resin-impregnated thin sections of borecores, may yield values for the 
flow-wetted surface. However, both methods have shortcomings, especially when 
regarding complex geometries of the water-bearing features such as, e.g., 3D-
network of micro fractures. In addition, both procedures represent point 
measurements and the determination of values which can be used in performance 
assessments is not straightforward. Analysing migration experiments in the 
laboratory, or on the field scale, can also provide values for the flow-wetted 
surface. Since this quantity is only part of a lumped parameter in the model 
formalism, further information on other transport parameters such as diffusivity 
(values, or at least a range, has to be specified) is needed as constraints for the 
analysis. Finally, at the present time it is still unclear, how to discriminate between 
different processes and geometries, which can limit the specific interface area for 
the exchange of solute between water-carrying fractures and porous rock. 

• There are indications from a wealth of experiments on different scales and from 
“real world observations” for a limited extent of the porous matrix for diffusion 
to values of the order of centimetres or even decimetres. However, the value 
assigned to the penetration depth has a profound effect on the release rates to the 
biosphere. Hence, site-specific data at the repository depth are needed. Care has to 
be taken to address the relevant material for long-term predictions. For example, 
highly porous fault gouge might be important in short-term migration experiments 
where it can account for the pronounced tailing in the tracer breakthrough curve, 
but dense mylonite might be the relevant sink for diffusing radionuclides which has 
to be considered in the long-term predictions for a radioactive waste repository. 
Furthermore, it should be investigated whether fresh rock, too, may act as a 
diffusion-accessible domain for the radionuclides. However, considerations more in 
detail are strongly dependent also on the nuclide/rock interaction and on the half-
life of the nuclide.  
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New experimental techniques for investigating the connected pore space under in-
situ conditions, such as electrical conductivity measurements are very promising 
and they will certainly yield more and – especially important – also site-specific 
data that can be applied in future performance assessments. 

• Surface diffusion was introduced as an ad-hoc mechanism to explain differences in 
values for the diffusivities in two kinds of experiments. Values for the apparent 
diffusion coefficient based on results from batch sorption experiments were much 
smaller than those from through diffusion experiments. Effects of surface diffusion 
were observed for adsorbed gases on metal surfaces and here the process, as such, 
is well established. However, whether surface diffusion is also relevant for highly 
diluted radionuclides and heterogeneous porous materials such as crystalline rocks 
is still an open question. The discrepancies in the values for the diffusivity 
mentioned could also be an artefact in the experiments. Hence, further experimental 
investigation on this topic is urgently needed. Furthermore, a mathematical 
description of the process starting from basic principles, such as mass-balance 
considerations, is still missing and would have to be developed. 

• Anion exclusion is a process that can - in principle - reduce the beneficial effects of 
matrix diffusion for negatively charged particles, especially when pore space with 
small openings can be excluded for the diffusion of such species. Anion exclusion 
is also dependent on the ionic strength, hence on the composition of the 
groundwater. In low ionic strength waters the effects of anion exclusion are more 
pronounced than in highly saline waters. However, few data are available which 
can shed light on this issue. Although anion exclusion is presumably not so 
important when considering crystalline as a potential host rock, having more 
reliable data available, which could be used in performance assessments, would 
further reduce conservatism. 

• There is more and more work which deals with chemical reactions combined with 
models for flow and transport. Some of these works predict pore plugging in the 
rock matrix. Reactive transport modelling is especially needed to predict the 
evolution of the transport relevant porosity, the permeability, constrictivity and 
diffusivity of the rock over geological periods of time. Hence, this coupling is a 
very complex subject, and many aspects of solution interactions with minerals are 
only very poorly understood. In performance assessments, chemical reactions 
coupled with flow and transport and consequently pore plugging are typically 
excluded due to the lack of suitable data and missing system understanding. Having 
recognised this problem, research is increasing in this area worldwide. However, 
important thermodynamic and kinetic data that are required for the calculations are 
still missing. Such a lack of fundamental data requires new and elaborate laboratory 
as well as in-situ measurements of the mineral surfaces in contact with the solution 
and investigations on mineral dissolution and the formation of secondary minerals. 
Especially sorption of radionuclides on secondary minerals deserves scientific 
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attention. In performance assessments radionuclide sorption on these phases are 
taken into account - at the best - by an appropriate Kd-variation. Having reliable 
data available would result in an improved and more realistic description of 
chemical processes in geosphere transport. 

• Crystalline rocks are heterogeneous on a variety of scales resulting in large natural 
variabilities of the rock properties. The models and big computation facilities are, 
in principle, available and there is also a fast-growing amount of generic and also 
site-specific data, which can be considered in forthcoming performance 
assessments. The stochastic modelling, too, has developed in the last couple of 
decades considerably and profound knowledge has accumulated. The smallest 
heterogeneities for crystalline rocks, which are relevant for geosphere transport, are 
of the order of 10-5 to 10-3 metres, such as the mineral grain size or the pore scale. 
Crystalline formations are heterogeneous at much larger scales, too. There are also 
heterogeneities at a scale of 102 to 103 metres, which have to be considered in 
performance assessments. Hence, these scales differ by five to eight orders of 
magnitude and make the up scaling of values for the transport parameters obtained 
in small-scale (short-term) laboratory investigations and field tracer tests very 
difficult because they address heterogeneities on scales other than those which are 
relevant in performance assessments.  
Considering matrix diffusion, the variability concerning porosity, diffusivity and 
the extent of the connected porosity is much less (see values of tables 2 and 3). 
Consequently the extrapolation to performance assessment is more straightforward. 
In the future a more realistic description of the pore space geometry accounting for 
detailed 2D or even 3D structures in order to reduce (over-) conservatisms of the 
more simplified 1D transport models should be aspired. In addition, the variability 
of sorption of solutes due to the different mineralogy in the host rock resulting in 
space-dependent values for the apparent diffusion coefficient will have to be 
considered. Such a detailed description of the solute/rock interaction on a 
mesoscopic scale 37 will support the Kd concept, however, based on less 
conservative assumptions and will provide the implementers with more realistic 
databases for performance assessment purposes.  

                                                 
37 The mesoscopic scale consists of an intermediary scale between the macroscopic (where processes are 

described, as a rule, by partial differential equations in terms of macroscopic variables), and the 
microscopic scale of molecular dynamics (typically in the order of nm’s). 
The “particles” in a mesoscopic simulation are mathematical abstractions and do not correspond to 
individual atoms or molecules of the actual system under consideration. The number of particles is 
large enough to make statistical concepts meaningful, but is still many orders of magnitude smaller 
than the real number of particles (atoms or molecules) involved. Hence, a mesoscopic approach 
accounts for those elements of the microscopic reality (e.g. statistical fluctuations) that are likely to 
play a role at the macroscopic level; it further models physicochemical processes at a sufficiently 
elementary level to make the implementation of various reaction schemes and boundary conditions, as 
well as their re-adjustment as the system evolves, intuitively transparent.  
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• In research but also in performance assessments the formalism for matrix diffusion 
is mostly based on Fick’s first and second law and the diffusion domain is assumed 
to be homogeneous and isotropic. However, there are indications that either some 
or all of these basic assumptions might be violated for certain rock types and at 
some scales (Meigs et al., 1997). The spatial variability in the rock porosity, the 
tortuous nature of the pore space and the variability in the sorption capacity due to 
variations in the mineralogy will result in significant variations of the diffusivity 
over small rock volumes. Non-Fickian diffusion, as well as heterogeneous and 
anisotropic matrix properties may result in non-conservative estimates of 
radionuclide retention. Field diffusion experiments but also electrical conductivity 
studies however indicate that diffusion might indeed be Fickian over larger scales. 
Hence, there is serious lack of understanding on a fundamental level. Presently, 
many researchers are investigating these open questions and their results and 
conclusions will certainly be considered in future performance assessments.  

• Matrix diffusion is affected by processes and geometrical aspects of the immobile 
phase that are dependent on both time and space. Unfortunately these changes are 
very slow with regard to time, and the spatial heterogeneity is large; i.e., parameter 
values very often covers several orders of magnitude. Furthermore, all parameters 
are burdened with uncertainties. In performance assessments, time dependencies 
are mostly neglected due to the lack of data, and instead, averaged and time-
independent values are applied. The spatial variability can be taken into account by 
sensitivity analyses, i.e., by varying the parameter values within certain limits. 
Uncertainties are often handled by determining a realistic and a pessimistic value; 
those effects are quantified by evaluating the radionuclide release rates to the 
biosphere. 

Time and space-dependent quantities that affect matrix diffusion directly are: 

- Groundwater pressure and flow conditions in the fracture system;  

- Groundwater composition including parameters such as pH, Eh, gas content, 
natural element content, radionuclide content; 

- Rock stress including information concerning the extent of the connected 
porosity in the matrix; 

- The rock fabric and fracture systems on various scales (e.g. brittle micro 
fractures, secondary fractures adjacent to main fractures etc.) 

- Mineralogical composition of a possible fracture coating and infill material 
including information concerning flow porosity;  

- Mineralogical composition of the rock matrix including information 
concerning matrix porosity and diffusivity; 

- Temperature in the geosphere. 
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In the future more attention will have to be paid to all of these issues in order to 
reduce conservatism and to achieve a more realistic description of geosphere 
transport.  

• Laboratory diffusion experiments suffer from relatively short time-scales and 
problems due to sample preparation (pressure release resulting in irreversible 
distortion of the geometrical structure, etc.). Field experiments are more realistic 
because tracer migration occurs, after a certain distance from the borehole, in a 
more or less virgin environment. However, the depth of tracer penetration is still 
small because of the short time-scales, even when such experiments are conducted 
over years. Hence, for both types of quantitative investigations there remain 
shortcomings which are related to up scaling in space and time in performance 
assessments. As already outlined, natural analogues are widely used to assess 
matrix diffusion on all scales. There, results have proved to be useful but they are 
not conclusive due to the lack of information concerning processes acting over long 
time scales and the initial and boundary conditions. 

• Another problem arises when comparing laboratory data with in-situ values. For 
example: values for Kd measured in laboratory batch experiments may differ 
significantly from those determined under in-situ conditions in field tracer tests or 
in laboratory diffusion experiments. Mostly, batch values are larger and one can 
apply the more conservative matrix values from field investigations in performance 
assessments. However, especially field data are scarce and therefore it is hard to 
justify batch Kd-values. It is still an open question whether these differences are 
caused by the sample preparation in the batch sorption experiments due to crushing 
of the rock material. The discrepancies can also be due to the changed solid/liquid 
ratio that is lower by orders of magnitude in the batch experiments. However, one 
should keep in mind that for the majority of the radionuclides such a comparison 
cannot be made due to the lack of data. It is further worth mentioning that there are 
also a few cases where Kd values originating from batch sorption experiments are in 
good agreement with values from tracer tests performed either in the field or in the 
laboratory. Good agreement was obtained for the Grimsel migration experiment 
(Hadermann and Heer, 1996) for tracers such as Sodium and Strontium; or for the 
Äspö TRUE-1 field tracer test for various tracers (Johansson, 2000 – Paper V; 
Widestrand et al., 2001 – p. 85ff) and for compacted bentonite (Bradbury and 
Baeyens, 2003a). However, further work is required for this issue, too. 

• Finally, an important issue concerns data and data collection methods suitable for 
performance assessment purposes. Performance assessments often use bounding 
analysis covering wide ranges of different scenarios and of parameter values. The 
efforts spent on data acquisition strongly depend on the stage of a given waste 
disposal program. At an early stage, a limited effort acquiring generic data may be 
sufficient, whereas at a later and more mature stage, the requirements are more 
towards a well-supported, site-specific database to reduce conservatisms applied in 
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former stages. However, more efforts should be made for an integration of available 
data from different investigation methods. An excellent example of the derivation 
of input data for geosphere transport models which can be applied in performance 
assessments is the methodology reported by Mazurek (1998). The following figure 
illustrates the use of different characterisation methods, supporting hypotheses and 
interpretative models to provide the necessary input data for geosphere transport 
models that can be used either in the evaluation of (field) experiments or in 
performance assessments.  

 
Figure 12:  Different characterisation methods, the use of supporting hypotheses and interpretative models 
and their inter-relationships to ascertain the values for geosphere transport parameters that can be applied 
either in the evaluation of (field) experiments or in performance assessments (Figure taken from Smith et al. 
2001; reproduction by courtesy of P. Smith.) 
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On one side new experimental techniques such as, e.g., neutron diffraction; x-ray 
absorption spectroscopy; time-resolved laser-induced fluorescence-spectroscopy; 
atomic force microscopy etc., will yield new and fundamental insights into 
physical/chemical processes acting and into geometrical structures of the solid phase on 
a microscopic scale, i.e., down to the scale of nanometres. On the other side – as an 
example – molecular modelling techniques will allow to elucidate on an atomic scale 
the mechanisms of radionuclide sorption onto clay minerals and to explore the 
migration behaviour of solutes through expandable clays. All these new methods will 
result in an improved system understanding and help to further reduce conservatisms in 
transport models. However, the problem of up scaling of those results to scales in space 
and time relevant in performance assessments will be a very challenging task. 
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5 DEALING WITH MATRIX DIFFUSION IN PERFORMANCE 
ASSESSMENTS 

The key issues with regard to matrix diffusion for safety assessment purposes are, of 
course, dependent on the specific facts of a repository for radioactive waste under 
consideration. However, some aspects are independent of the specific layout of a 
repository and have to be evaluated previously and specified concerning their 
applicability and reliability. Such key aspects are the 

• Pore size distribution which may strongly affect the mobility of different 
radionuclides; 

• Spatial extent of the connected porosity; 
• Effects of possible surface charges which result in species-dependent 

diffusivities; 
• Effects of radionuclide-dependent sorption or other deposition processes on the 

(temporal) immobilisation of the solute in the rock matrix; 
• Applicability of values for porosity and diffusivity obtained from measurements 

using de-stressed rock samples under repository conditions – i.e., the influence 
of rock stress on the porosity and diffusivity of radionuclides; 

• Transferability of values for sorption derived from small scale laboratory 
experiments such as, e.g., batch sorption and diffusion experiments to 
performance assessment conditions; 

• Effects of a possible fracture coating and infill material which may reduce the 
efficiency of matrix diffusion due to covering of matrix pores by the coating or 
infill material; 

• Effects of time-dependent transport parameters on the geosphere efficiency 
especially if very long time-spans have to be considered; 

• Although the spatial variabilities and uncertainties in the values of the transport 
parameters in the rock matrix are less pronounced compared to those related to 
the flow field, their effect on radionuclide transport has to be ascertained. 

In the SKB KBS-3 (1983) performance assessment study radionuclide transport through 
the geosphere was carried out in the framework of a one-dimensional double-porous 
medium model. The distance for nuclide migration into the porous rock was limited to 
100 m. For the reference case a single value for all dissolved radionuclides for the 
effective diffusion coefficient was specified and also the rock porosity was species-
independent. Surface sorption was not considered since it was assumed that this process 
has only a limited effect on the results. 

The description of the radionuclide transport through the geosphere in Project Gewähr 
(1985) was also based on the dual-porosity medium model. Diffusion into a limited 
domain of porous rock occurred from either open parallel fractures or – alternatively – 
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from tube-like veins. Fracture aperture and vein radius were both constant and, hence, 
idealised quantities. The thickness of the altered zone adjacent to the fractures or veins 
was limited to 1 mm for fracture flow in the aplite/pegmatite dykes and 50 cm in the 
case of vein flow in kakirites. Further diffusion of radionuclides into the intact 
crystalline rock was conservatively ignored. The sorption capacity in the matrix was 
considered to be nuclide concentration independent and constant. Due to the lack of 
site-specific data, generic data from regional investigations and literature studies were 
applied in the performance assessment. The values for the rock porosity and for the pore 
diffusion constant in the matrix Dp were constant and nuclide-independent. However, 
for a series of relevant nuclides individual Kd-values for bulk sorption were compiled. 
Channelling or diffusion into stagnant water was not taken into account due to the lack 
of suitable data.  

In the Swedish SKB 91 (1992) performance assessment, geosphere transport 
calculations were performed by mapping the double-porous medium model with a 
stream tube model for the water flow. One-dimensional (limited) 38 matrix diffusion was 
taken into account; channelling and a restricted contact area between fracture and rock 
matrix based on field observations were considered in order to limit the effects of matrix 
diffusion in a conservative way. Only one value for the matrix porosity and the effective 
matrix diffusion coefficient De was specified, but nuclide-dependent values for the 
(linear) bulk sorption were applied. 

The Finnish performance assessment TVO-92 (Vieno et al., 1992) was related to the 
disposal of spent fuel in crystalline bedrock at a depth of 500 m. Five different possible 
sites for a repository for high-level waste were investigated. 
Again, radionuclide transport was dealt with by applying a 1D-double porous medium 
with constant transport parameters. The model neglected dispersion according to the 
general principles of the safety analysis, where one only was interested in the fastest 
flow paths from the repository to the biosphere. Hence, matrix diffusion was considered 
as the only dispersing and, together with linear sorption, retarding mechanism for 
migrating solutes. The geometry of the flow channels was represented by a planar 
fracture and diffusion happened into a limited porous rock zone adjacent to the fracture. 
Although the author’s conclusion was that diffusion of radionuclides into pools of 
stagnant water may have a more significant role than matrix diffusion of weakly-sorbing 
nuclides, the effects of this process were neglected in the performance assessment due 
to conservatisms reasons. For the same reasons, the effects of fracture surface sorption 
and sorption of radionuclides on possible fracture infill material were omitted in the 
study, whereas bulk sorption of solutes was taken into account by individual Kd-values. 
The extent of the diffusion-accessible zone – the altered zone – was limited to 1 cm. 
However, for weakly sorbing radionuclides the virgin rock behind the altered zone was 

                                                 
38  The fissure spacing was assumed to be 5 m (Elert et al. 1992, p. 24); hence, the zero-diffusive flux 

boundary in the matrix was at 2.5 m. 
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considered to be the main sink. Hence, a heterogeneous rock geometry was considered. 
Anion exclusion was taken into account by individual values for the porosity and 
diffusivity for negatively charged particles and non-anions for both zones. But no 
element-specific diffusivities were applied. Both, the migration behaviour of single 
nuclides as well as that of decay chains were computed. Further transport mechanisms, 
such as surface diffusion and channelling, were not accounted for in the study.  

Comparing the Swiss Kristallin-I (1994) performance assessment with the former 
Gewähr study, not much had changed regarding geometries of the water-conducting 
features in the geosphere and the most important transport mechanisms. The geosphere 
transport calculations in Kristallin-I were again performed within the framework of the 
dual-porosity medium model. However, much more reliable data for the transport 
parameters had become available in the meantime and, hence, the study was less 
burdened by conservatism assumptions. For example, for the dose-relevant nuclide 
135Cs, new sorption data were available and in the transport calculations sorption in the 
rock matrix was described by a non-linear Freundlich sorption isotherm formalism. This 
resulted in an increased transit time due to increased retardation and the release rates to 
the biosphere were significantly reduced by dispersion and radioactive decay. For all the 
nuclides, one single value for the diffusivity was specified. The transport properties of 
the porous rock accessible for diffusing radionuclides were assumed to be uniform; 
hence, matrix heterogeneities were neglected. The extent of the altered wall rock was 
limited to ≈ 5 cm with a relatively high value of 5 % for its porosity. Channelling was 
taken into account by pessimistic values for the specific surface area for matrix 
diffusion. Further processes affecting matrix diffusion such as surface diffusion or 
diffusion into stagnant fracture water were conservatively omitted. 

In preparation for the upcoming reviews of licence applications, the Swedish Nuclear 
Power Inspectorate, SKI, developed an independent performance assessment called 
SKI Site-94 (1996). Geosphere transport was formulated within the framework of the 
one-dimensional double-porous medium model accounting for water flow in a planar 
fracture and limiting matrix diffusion to maximum depths of 5 and 10 cm, respectively 
including chain decay. One single value for the diffusivity for all radionuclides was 
applied. Sorption processes both onto the fracture surfaces and onto inner surfaces of 
the bedrock matrix were described by linear sorption isotherms. Generally, only 
spatially invariant and time-independent parameters were considered. However, the 
water velocity and the flow-wetted surface of the fracture were subject to spatial 
variability and to uncertainty. For the calculations both quantities were varied by two 
orders of magnitude. Channelling was implicitly taken into account by a conservative 
value for the flow-wetted surface. But further mechanisms, such as mineral precipitation 
and dissolution, were - for conservatism reasons - neglected based on the very low 
radionuclide concentration in solution.  
Regarding the performance of the geosphere as a barrier for mobile radionuclides in the 
groundwater it is mentioned in the study that “… the efficiency of the geosphere as a 
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barrier … is critically sensitive to various uncertainties that have been evaluated in the 
hydrogeological model … .” However, such an alarming conclusion was based on an 
accumulation of very pessimistic assumptions for the geosphere transport calculations 
due to “… the variability and uncertainty in the distribution of flow paths, …, and the 
lack of data on the detailed fracture characteristics, which affect the relation between 
Darcy velocity and flow wetted surface along these flow paths.” (SKI Site-94, 1996, 
p. 630). 

The Swedish SR 97 (1999) performance assessment was based on the KBS-3 repository 
type and restricted to high-level radioactive waste only. The assessment was done for 
three potential sites called “Aberg”, “Beberg” and “Ceberg”. The geosphere transport 
calculations were performed in the frame of the one-dimensional dual-porosity medium 
model. The maximum penetration depth was limited to half the distance between two 
active migration pathways, which was assumed to be 2 m for sites Aberg and Beberg 
and 20 m for site Ceberg. Pessimistic values were an order of magnitude lower for all 
three sites. However, it was recognised that such distances are still much larger than the 
actual penetration depth of sorbing nuclides. Channelling was accounted for by 
conservative values for the flow-wetted surface. Anion exclusion was taken into account 
by considering two different porosity values for anions and cations. Based on laboratory 
studies investigating diffusion and sorption, individual values for the diffusivity and for 
the Kds for a series of performance assessment relevant radionuclides were applied 
accounting implicitly also for surface diffusion effects. Uncertainties in the transport 
parameters were considered by sensitivity studies and pessimistic assumptions.  

The Finnish performance assessment TILA-99 (Vieno and Nordman, 1999), based on 
earlier safety assessments such as TVO-92 and TILA-96 considered matrix diffusion 
again in terms of the dual-porosity medium model. Solute diffusion into stagnant water 
in the fracture was recognised as potentially important but was nevertheless neglected. 
Conservatively surface diffusion also was omitted which would - when included– 
enhance the effects of matrix diffusion. For a series of selected radionuclides individual 
and pessimistic Kd-values for linear sorption in the bedrock matrix were specified for 
five different scenarios (Vieno and Nordman, 1999; p. 116ff). The maximum 
penetration depth for matrix diffusion was based on laboratory investigations and 
natural analogue studies concerning connected porosity and was conservatively limited 
to 10 cm. Anion exclusion, which reduces the effect of matrix diffusion and thus 
enhances the transport of anions through the transport domain, was taken into account 
by individual values for the matrix porosity and diffusivity for non-anions and anions. 
Channelling was implicitly included by choosing suitable values for a lumped parameter 
that is also dependent on the flow-wetted surface. According to the chosen parameter 
values, it turned out that the geosphere is a very efficient barrier for sorbing 
radionuclides, but a poor one for non-sorbing solutes such as Cl and I, since matrix 
diffusion provides only limited retardation for them. In a sensitivity and “a what-if”-
study the effects of different key assumptions on radionuclide breakthrough were tested. 
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With regard to matrix diffusion a two-layer system with different diffusion properties 
was considered. The first layer represented altered rock with a thickness of 1 cm; the 
second layer virgin rock (thickness 9 cm) with a value for the diffusivity lower by a 
factor of ten when compared with the altered rock zone.  

From these short extractions from eight different performance assessments the 
following summary can be drawn:  

• Regarding the modelling matrix diffusion, there is a very consistent picture when 
comparing the methodology of different waste organisations. All organisations 
accept the idea of matrix diffusion and conclude that matrix diffusion, together with 
bulk sorption, is the main retarding mechanisms in the far field, i.e., the geosphere. 
Based on that, the geosphere can, for some radionuclides, add significantly to the 
safety provided by the multi barrier system of a deep-lying repository.  
A high degree of consistency can also be noted when following the model evolution 
over the last two decades. No new process which would affect sustainably the 
barrier efficiency of the geosphere, could be recognised. Such a comfortable result 
is based on a wealth of laboratory and field investigations on various host rocks and 
on natural analogue studies performed in many countries. It lays - inter alia - the 
foundations for a general acceptance of, and confidence in, the long-term 
predictions of geosphere transport modelling. 

• All organisations describe the geosphere transport of radionuclides in terms of the 
one-dimensional double-porous medium model applying time-invariant parameters. 
The diffusion-accessible rock matrix is treated as homogeneous and matrix 
diffusion is spatially limited to pessimistic values regarding the extent of the 
connected porosity 39. In the last two decades a significant reduction in the values 
for the maximum penetration depth can be recognised in performance assessments. 
Such a reduction is due to the increased understanding of the extent of the 
connected pore space, of the fracture mineralogy and on geochemistry based on 
extensive studies in the laboratory and in the field. Hence, a more realistic 
description regarding rock geometries and processes found its way into 
contemporary performance assessments 40. 
Since values for the diffusivity for the safety relevant nuclides do not differ many 
orders of magnitude, one single value only was often specified for all the species in 

                                                 
39  When compared to non- or weakly sorbing solutes the matrix diffusion distances for strongly sorbing 

radionuclides are sometimes in the order of millimetres only considering similar time spans for 
radionuclide transport and neglecting radioactive decay for simplicity reasons. Hence, the 
representation of such a porous rock matrix as a homogeneous porous medium with averaged values 
for the transport properties may be questioned for such small distances (see also Byegård et al., 2002).  

40  Other trends for more realistic values with reduced uncertainty ranges can be observed for example 
for solubility limits (Berner, 1995; and Berner, 2002). However, regarding the nuclide dependent 
sorption capacity in MX-80 bentonite a trend towards higher sorption values can be observed (see 
Stenhouse, 1995 and Bradbury and Baeyens, 2003b). 
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the base case. However, individual values for linear sorption Kd’s for bulk sorption 
were compiled. Some organisations accounted for anion exclusion by species-
dependent values for the porosity and diffusivity; channelling was considered by 
choosing pessimistic values for the flow-wetted surface.  

• However, for conservatism reasons, and due to the lack of reliable data, diffusion 
into stagnant fracture water and surface diffusion both were mostly neglected in the 
performance assessments. 

• Slow temporal evolutions of the repository domain resulting in time-dependencies 
of the transport properties and spatial variabilities were taken into account by 
quantitative studies of alternative, often very pessimistic, scenarios. However, in 
addition a few probabilistic studies were carried out in order to address temporal 
and spatial transport properties.  

• Uncertainties associated with the values for the transport parameters were generally 
handled by making conservative assumptions and performing sensitivity analyses.  
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6 CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK 

Matrix diffusion in fractured hard rocks has been recognised as an important 
phenomenon and is being investigated by researchers worldwide. The transport process 
as such is well understood and can be represented in terms of Fick’s first and second 
law in contemporary transport models. Due to the natural variability of the transport 
parameter values, such as (connected) porosity, diffusivity, extent of the diffusion-
accessible rock etc., site-specific data are needed for reliable predictions in performance 
assessments. 
In general, matrix diffusion seems to be limited, due to chemical and physical 
interactions and to the limited half-life of the radionuclides, to depths of the order of a 
few centimetres only. However, there is evidence, especially from natural analogue 
studies, for greater depths for strongly altered rocks. But even for rather small values for 
the penetration depth, the porous rock zones adjacent to water-bearing fractures act as 
an efficient sink for mobile radionuclides causing a marked dilution and retardation of 
the solutes. Detailed studies have demonstrated that the diffusion-accessible rock is very 
often identical to zones adjacent to fractures with flowing groundwater being physico-
chemically altered. 
In performance assessments, matrix diffusion is considered within the framework of the 
double-porous medium model and, hence, in terms of a classical continuum theory 
based on mass balance considerations with averaged parameter values constant in time 
and space. The extent of the connected porosity is assumed to be limited according to 
values from site-specific investigations or due to pessimistic assumptions. Chemical 
reactions of the solutes and the immobile phase are reduced to linear or non-linear 
sorption processes which are formulated in terms of a simple isotherm formalism; 
accounting for radioactive decay and ingrowth in case of nuclide chains is common. 

The so-called flow-wetted surface is a crucial quantity of the process and it is very 
difficult to determine reliable values that can be applied in performance assessments 
especially if the geometry of the water-conducting features is very complex. Although 
extensive experimental and modelling work has been done so far in order to shed light 
onto this problem, the flow-wetted surface will continue to be a key-issue in 
forthcoming investigations. 
Closely linked to the problem of flow-wetted surface is channelling, where flow and 
solute transport are unevenly distributed in the fracture plane. There is a general 
acceptance in the existence of channelling and it is taken for granted that it can 
significantly reduce the available interface area fracture/rock for matrix diffusion. 
However, due to the lack of data this phenomenon is mostly considered in a 
conservative way in performance assessments. 
Anion exclusion is a further mechanism which affects matrix diffusion because it results 
in species-dependent porosities and effective diffusivities. Compared to sedimentary 
rocks, such as clay, anion exclusion certainly plays a minor role because the widths of 
the void space are much larger than those in clayish materials. Nevertheless, this 
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mechanism deserves further research in order to reduce conservatisms in performance 
assessments and to demonstrate to the authorities, as well as to the public, that an 
adequate system understanding can, in principle, be obtained.  

Surface diffusion that could promote solute diffusion into the host rock is mostly 
neglected in performance assessments due to the scarcity of data available. However, 
future work on this issue is needed in order to solve open questions concerning the 
relevance of this process and, if necessary, to provide the data for forthcoming safety 
analyses.  

Solute diffusion into zones with stagnant water in the fracture is also omitted in 
performance assessments due to the lack of utilisable data and for conservatism reasons.  

In the last couple of years reactive transport modelling has developed strongly and 
significant progress has been made at the research level. Parallel to such a development 
more and more thermodynamic as well as kinetics data have become available. This is 
due to new experimental methods such as, e.g., EXAFS (Extended X-ray Absorption 
Fine Structure spectroscopy) and LIBD (Laser Induced Break Down spectroscopy), etc. 
which provide the basis for a deeper insight into these processes. On the modelling side 
there are many models and codes capable of handling coupled reactive transport 
processes. However, the implementation of these models and their results in 
performance assessments are presently not at a mature stage. There are several good 
reasons for this:  

1)  The link between coupled models and experimental work is rather weak because 
very little experimental data can be applied to predict the temporal evolution of a 
repository and its environment. In order to overcome such a discrepancy, 
thermodynamic data and kinetics rates at the spatial, temporal and relevant 
temperature scale of a repository have to be provided in the future.  

2)  On the model side, critical benchmarking exercises for these different models 
and codes are necessary. Also sophisticated and advanced experiments on the 
laboratory and field scale will be needed for indispensable model refinements 
and in order to increase their robustness and reliability for long-term predictions.  

3) Reactive transport modelling consists of two different aspects: hydrodynamic 
processes resulting in the migration and spreading of solutes within the flowing 
groundwater, and geochemical reactions with other dissolved species, as well as 
with the solid phases of the host rock. Both issues have to be considered 
continuously and simultaneously and are dependent on each other. Such 
combined transport and geochemical models lead to extremely complex 
numerical procedures that very often fail to converge. Hence, in these cases the 
online interaction of the modeller is required to prevent an extensive use of such 
models with thousands of individual runs in performance assessments. 
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Due to its complexity and the strong potential for more realistic, i.e. less conservative 
predictions, coupled transport reaction modelling may become a key activity to evaluate 
the performance of a geological repository for radioactive waste in the future. 
Regarding matrix diffusion, the coupling of transport and dissolution and precipitation 
of mineral phases is a major topic. Precipitation in the fracture can seal preferential flow 
paths for mobile radionuclides; mineral precipitation in the connected pores of the 
matrix, however, can have a detrimental effect on matrix diffusion.  

There are no concerns about the fundamental time-dependencies of all the processes 
affecting geosphere transport. The current state of a potential site and its properties is 
just a snapshot in its evolution. Major driving forces for the time-dependencies are 
climate changes (future glaciations) and larger geological events such as, e.g., fault 
movements, erosion etc. However, reliable data are very difficult to deduce and are 
therefore very scarce and - moreover - burdened with large uncertainties. Matrix 
diffusion as a small-scale process, too, may be affected by temporal changes on various 
scales. Due to chemical gradients causing mineralogical changes at the surfaces, the 
amount of flow-wetted surface and the connected porosity in the matrix are affected. In 
addition, aperture and pore opening and closing may be caused by stress or erosion 
processes. In the performance assessment models - which are in fact steady-state 
models 41 - only averaged and time-independent values for the transport parameters are 
applied; the temporal evolution of the parameters and their uncertainties are taken into 
account by a series of alternative scenarios, pessimistic assumptions for the transport 
parameters and sensitivity studies. Exploring natural analogues for particular processes 
may give further information of the long-term evolution of a repository site. 

In summary: No new mechanisms have been found so far which have the potential to 
considerably jeopardise, from a performance assessment point of view, the beneficial 
potential of matrix diffusion to efficiently dilute and retard mobile radionuclides in the 
geosphere. Such a conclusion is – nota bene – based on a wealth of experimental and 
theoretical investigations performed worldwide on various systems over the last twenty 
years. 
 
 
 

 

 

                                                 
41  The term “steady-state models” is related to possible changes of the properties of the geosphere, 

especially the flow field, through which the migration of radionuclides may occur and which are – as a 
rule – not taken into account explicitly in performance assessments. However, the time-dependent 
distribution of the nuclides in the flowing fracture water or within the stagnant water of the adjacent 
porous rock is always considered in the models. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

Symbol Unit Meaning 

aL [m] Longitudinal dispersion length 
aT [m] Transverse dispersion length 
b [m] Half of the fracture aperture 
C [mol m-3] Solute concentration 
Cf [mol m-3] Solute concentration in the liquid phase in the fracture 
Cp [mol m-3] Solute concentration in the stagnant water in the porous rock matrix 
Cbackground [mol m-3] Natural solute (element) concentration in the transport domain 
C0 [mol m-3] Tracer concentration at the up-stream boundary 
D [m2 s-1] Diffusion coefficient in a viscous liquid 
D [m2 s-1] Hydrodynamic dispersion tensor 
Da [m2 s-1] Apparent diffusion tensor  
De [m2 s-1] Effective diffusion tensor 
Dp [m2 s-1] Pore diffusion tensor 
Ds [m2 s-1] Surface diffusion tensor 
Dw [m2 s-1] Diffusion tensor in free water 
d  Derivative 
d [m] Thickness of the porous rock zone accessible for matrix diffusion 
dF/dVf [m-1] Interface fracture/rock area for matrix diffusion per unit volume of fracture 
F [m2] Cross-sectional area 
F [-] Formation factor 
f  A given (time-dependent) function, e.g. the radionuclide release function 
G [-] Geometry factor 
Jf [mol s-1] Mass flow in the fracture  
Jp [mol s-1] Mass flow in the matrix  
j [mol m-2 s-1] Diffusive flux; Rate of diffusive mass transfer per unit area and unit time 
jD [mol m-2 s-1] Diffusive solute flux 
jdisp. [mol m-2 s-1] Dispersive solute flux 
jadv. [mol m-2 s-1] Advective solute flux 
j0 [mol m-2 s-1] Asymptotic (steady-state) diffusive solute flux 
Ka [m] Surface-based sorption equilibrium coefficient for sorption in the fracture 
Kd [m3 kg-1] Linear sorption equilibrium distribution coefficient for sorption in the rock 
Kf ]m[mol 2-3-1 ff NN  Coefficient of the Freundlich isotherm for sorption in the fracture 
Kp ]kgm[mol -13-1 pp NN  Coefficient of the Freundlich isotherm for sorption in the rock matrix 
k [J K-1] Boltzmann’s constant (k ≈ 1.381 ⋅ 10-23 Joule/K) 
L [m] Migration distance along the fracture 
l [m] Length of a segment of the pathway along the fracture 
Nf [-] Exponent of the Freundlich isotherm in the fracture 
Np [-] Exponent of the Freundlich isotherm in the rock matrix 
Q [m3 s-1] Water flow rate 
Qf [mol m-3 s-1] Sink/source term for the solute in the fracture 
Qp [mol m-3 s-1] Sink/source term for the solute in the matrix 
Rf [-] Retardation factor or function in the fracture 
Rp [-] Retardation factor or function in the rock matrix 

fR~  [-] Rescaled distribution ratio for sorption in the fracture 

pR~  [-] Rescaled distribution ratio for sorption in the rock matrix 
r [m] Radius of spherical particles 
r [m] Length of the position vector 
S [mol kg-1] Amount of solute absorbed onto the rock per unit mass of porous medium 
Sf [mol m-2] Amount of solute absorbed per unit area of fracture surface 
Sp [mol kg-1] Amount of solute absorbed per unit mass of porous rock matrix 
T [K] Temperature 
TL [s] Solute release time to the geosphere 
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Symbol Unit Meaning 

t [s] Time 
tadv [s] Solute advection time 
V [m3] Volume 
Vf [m3] Volume of flowing water 
v [m s-1] Averaged particle velocity 
vf [m s-1] Water velocity in the fracture 
W [m] Fracture width (in y-direction) 
w [-] Any variable of the Heaviside step function 
x [m] Cartesian co-ordinate in matrix diffusion direction 
y [m] Cartesian co-ordinate in fracture width direction 
z [m] Cartesian co-ordinate in direction of the advective solute flow 
   
   
Greek symbols 
   
α [-] Rock capacity factor 
Θ [-] Heaviside step function 
∂  Partial derivative 
δ [‰ V-SMOW] Difference in ‰ relative to Vienna Standard Mean Ocean Water 
δ [-] Constrictivity 
δf [m-1] Sorbing surface per total rock volume  
δp [m-1] Flow-wetted surface per unit volume of flowing water in the fractures 
εf [-] Flow porosity (ratio of water-conducting fracture volume and total volume) 
εp [-] Connected or diffusion-accessible porosity 
εr [-] Residual (isolated) porosity 
εtot [-] Total porosity (Ratio of total void space and total rock volume) 
η [kg m-1 s-1] Viscosity 
λ [s-1] Decay constant 
ρ [kg m-3] Dry solid-phase density 
τ [-] Tortuosity 
τ0 [s] Matrix diffusion time 
∇ [m-1] Nabla operator 
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